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Murray W eidenbaum, professor of
political seiellce a t 'W ashington
Unive rsity, and a colleague, Robert
Joss, arrive for work at the United
Sta tes Treasury Bllilding. Dr.
';Vcidenbaum is on leave of ahsence
from th e Unjve rsity to serve as
Assistant Secretary of th e Tnasury
for Economic Policy. See "MI'.
\Veide nGa111l1 Goes to vVa shingtol1,"
beginning on page 2.
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MR. WEIDENBAU'M
GOES TO WASHINGTON

Saul Bellow , the novelist, decla red
that :;American intellec tuals don't enter government
service very willingl , and they look on government as a
cold-blooded monster." ~I urray L. ' Ve iu nbaum, form er
I ~' chairm an of th e department of eco nomics at \Vashing
ton
niv<:'J"s ity and currentl y on leave of abs nee from
th e fa culty to serve as Assistrll1t Secre tary of the T reasury
for E conomic Polic)" disagrees .
~() w serving his third tour of duty in ' ,Vashington,
( he was with the Bureau of the Budget fr om 1949 to
19.57 amI in 1964 was staff director of a presidential
Committee on the Economic Impac t of Defense and
Disarmame nt ), 'Veidenbaum recently devoted an entire
speech a t Rutge rs Unive rsity to "The Role of the College
Professor ill the N ixon Administration." Stating categor
ically that he believes " the substantial infusion of aca
demic tal ent is one of the hallmarks of the N ixon ad
ministration," \Veidenbaum carefull y enume ra ted doz
ens of university amI college teachers who have left
their classrooms for key Jobs in the nation's capital.
Included on V/cidenbaum's list were many of his
fri ends, includ ing Arthur Burns of Columbia University
appointed to tb e new cabine t-level position of Counsel
lor to the President soon <Jfter N ixon took office and now
heac! of the Federal Reserve System; three members of
the Council of Economic Acl visers, Chairman Paul 'V .
McC racken, from the
niversity of :\1ichigan, Hendrik
S. H outhakke r of H arvard Uni versit , and Dr. H erbert
Stein, on leave as a Senior Fe llow at the Brookings In
stitution ; and Treasury Department colleague Edwin S.
Cohen of the University of Virginia's La\ School.
\Veidenbaum's observation was one which he, himself,
admitted hac! been generally overlooked , and conse
q uently it came as quite a surprise. This ability to come
up with original and unexpected conclusions, however,
is by now a well-established W eidenbaum trait and un
doubteclly on e of the basic r easons why President Nixon
created a ne w place for him in the administra tion as the
Treasury Departm ent's key ad viser on economic policy.
Perhaps the best-known example of Weidenbaum's
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fresh ,1 pproach to diffi e-lilt problems is his analysis of
one phase of the military-industrial-complex: weapons
procurement. In 1966 and 1967, as he attes ted in a mid
T\-ovember address in Chica go, his was "a voice in the
wilderness" which wa rned "of the inflationary nature of
tbc economic and financial impact of the defense buildup
then underwa y." This conte ntion , supported by basic re
sca rch macle possible through a NASA grant, led him to
conclude that large d efense firms are extensions of the
public bureaucracy. In support of this thesis, he de
clared: "In some w ays, the F ede ral Government is taking
on the traditional role of the priva te entrepreneur, while
the companies are be having less like other corporations
and more like government agencies or arsenals."

T

HIS REASOXI NG has had far-rea hin g implications. John
K(>nne th Galbraith , for example, has llsed vVeiden
baum's a rgument as a springboard for recommending that
the whole military-industrial-complex be nationalized. vVei
denbaum on the other hand would, he says, "orient it
1110re toward private enterprise." E ach economist has his
share of supporters, nearly all of whom agree tha t as a
result of his scholarly investiga tions \Veidenbaum has be
come, in the words of Th e N ew York Times, "the na
tion's for emost acad emic specialist on military spending. "
It w as this reputation that led a writer for Dun's Retjiew
to intimate not long after vVeiclenbaum's a ppointment to
his present Washington post that his principal job would
be to selve as a kind of "Pentagon wa tcher" acting as the
Treasury Department's check on its outlays.
Such an interpretation of Weicl enbaum's duties is
quite obviously a gross over-simplification . His responsi
bilities are extremely broad, varied, and demanding. His
primary concern, which is shared by other economic pol·
icy makers in the government, is how to bring t.he in
flation in this country under control without precipitat
ing a recession. "This is going to be very tricky," \Ve i
denbaum said, ;o ecause in the past you couldn't do
both. 'iI,l e think we're on the right track-the economic
policy we have adoptecl we ca ll gradualism. It is one of

Last year Murray L. W'" eidenba!l.'fIl, formerly chairman
of IVashington University's Department of Economics,
was appointed Assistant Secretary of the Treasury fo r
Economic Policy. He is flOW on leave of absence in
Wa.lhington, where he serves as a ke)! official of th e
N iXOl1 administration. Called IIthe nation's foremost
academic specialist on military spending" by The New
York Times, Dr. lP' eidenbaum is also considered one
of the chief architect.r of the revenue-sharing plan.

MR . WEIDENBAUM
GOES TO WASHINGTON

IJaul \\1. !vlcCracken ( left) , C hairman of th e Council of Economic Auvisers in the Nixon
administrat ion, confers with \Ve idenbaum. McCracken, form erly of th e University of
~vli c higa n, is another acad emician wh o left th e camplls for the nation's capita\. He anu
\Vci rle nballl11 arc a lu fri enel s.

Hichanl F. Janssen (le it ) , a Woll Stree t
J01l1'llai reporte r who regularly covers
the Treasury D epartment, interviews
\Veidenb aum frequently. A 1954
graduate of \Vashi ngton University, Di ck
Ja nssen is rated one of tbe best writers
on economi cs in 'Vashington.

moderation. Our view is tbat you don't turn the eCOllomv
upside dowll. You don't have massive unemployment.
\\That you do is cool it down."
\Veidenbaum sces signs tbat the restridions whicb the
government has imposed to curb inflation are beginning
to work. "Most measures of real economic activity- G NP
in constant dollars, industrial production, employment,
and man hours- no longer are registering the strong gains
which wcre being made durin g 1968. Perhaps this is
best summarized," he continued, "by the decline in the
rate of real economic growth to little more than two
p ercent during the first three quarters of 1969, as com
pared with about five percent in the preceding three.."
Hc made clear, however, that the easing of inflationary
pressures might be reversed if Congress did not approve
a responsible fiscal policy. Vleidenbaum warned, "this is
no timc for a large tax reduction. Unfortunatelv, some of
the people who have been pushing for big, new expendi
ture programs bave also been advocating large tax re
du ctions. You just can't have both. One of my jobs js to re
mind people that they must make a choice." \\leiden
baum conceded that preaching su ch doctrine is bound
to make bim unpopular. "You begin to sOlInd like Mr.
Scrooge ," he concluded.
'Veidenhaum admitted that leaders in the administra
tion are genuinely concerned over the "slowing" pains,
a s President Nixon recently described them, that may
accompany the transition to a less inflationary economy.
But hc predicted that unemployment would not rise
abovc five pcrcent, and he emphasized that "changes
rccommended by the administration in the unemploy
ment insurance system would improve thc ability of the
federal budget to act as an automatic stahili ze r during
p eriods of decline in economic activity."
During the first half of HJ70 he foresees a pause in the
economy as "inflation is squeezed out of the system."
But he looks for an upturn about th e middle of the year.
And his long-range COllcerns are directed towards devis
ing a policy "that will get t.he economy expanding again."

\Veidenbal)JIl believes that the Treasury Departmen t can
do a great d eal to bring about a healthy economy throu gh
a. sound tax policy. "vVc can work up a tax system that is
posilive--that encourages job creation," he emphasized,
"and that's one of the things I'm giving a great deal o f
thought to now."
AH EAD--aS far down the road as 1975-was one
of the first assignments that vVeidenbaum was given
as a member of thc" N ixon administration. \\lith Maurice
Mann of the Budget Bureau hc sNved on a three-man
committee head ed by H erbert Stcin, asked by the Presi
d ent to study the peacetime economy in the aftermath
of the Vie tnam war. They predjcted tight fcd eral budg
ets even after t.he fightin g ends in Southeast Asia, some
thing that Weidenba um prophesi ed in the \Fashington
University Magaz.ill c a few issues ago ill a article which
he said really "scooped" the nation's press. Summing
up the irposit.ion, Stein told \Vas/lingtoll Post rcport.er
Carroll KilpatJick that there wendel b e' substantial sav
ings after th e war ends, "but we arc already committed
to spending most of it." Their view was echoed by Daniel
P. .\Ioynihan, fOrlncdv counsellor to th e President on
Urban AHairs Council and now Burns's successor, who
predicted that the "pea<.:e dividend would turn out to b e
evanescen t like the morning clouds around San Cle
mente" (the California headquarters of the Nixon gov
ernment). The Presid ent himself cndorsed this view a
few days later when he told the "ational Govern ors'
Conference: "Drcams of unlimited billions of dollars
being releascd once thc war in Vietnam ends are just
that- dreams. True. there will be additional money
but the claims on it already are enormous. There should
b e no illusion that wha t some call 'the peace and growth
dividend' will automatically solve our national problems
or release us from the need to establish priorities."
Such candid talk brought sharp criticism from those
who wanted to bc]jevc that big budge t savings would
soon be available for cities. transportation. education,
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Dr. \,Veidenbaull1 w eet, regularly with
ass istant directo r of the Bmr,au of the
Budget i\'lauricc :'dllnn (ce nter ) and
H erbert Stein (ri ght ), a mem ber of the
Council of E co nomic Advisers. They
co nstitute what is known in \Vashington
as th e "T-Z" or "working level"
tro ik a. I-Il'rt: th ey Ill eet with a colleag ue.

:w d other . social n eeds. 'Vhile titert' will be no huge
honanza for bdeaguerecl mayors and governors from
post-Vie tnam surpluses, the ~ ixon government bas prom
i ed aid from another source. Help could comE' througit
a revolutionary revenue-sharing plan which President
r\ ixo n sent to Congress last August. vVe ic\e nbaum hea ded
a special task force se t up bv the Pres ident to develop
this proposal and is cOllsidered one of its chief archi
tects. H e spcnds ITIuC'it of his time explaining how the
plan would work to "V.LP.'s" all over the country.
"Veidenbmml nearl y a.lw:J ys pref,1ccs his remarks with
a statement emphasizing that this plan is the financial
hea rt of what the Pres ident calls "the lew F ederalism ."
"The idea," as ' ,VcidenbauITI explained, "is to shift the
balance from the federal governme nt b ack to the state
and local governmeJ1ts ." The concept is actually quite
'imple. A percentage of p ersonal taxable income, the
sam e base used to calculate federal income taxes, would
be set aside for return to the states and cities. A formula
based on population and comparative tax clTo!·t would
de terminc how muc.h money would go to each state. The
states, in turn, would be required to pass on a percent
age of their share to all counties, cities, and towns within
their borders. The amount each city and county would
get is dependent on how much gencral revenue each
unit collects.
One of the reasons why ' Vcidenbaum is so enthusi
astic about the proposal is tha t it reflects opinions which
he expressed in papers published while he was at ''''ash
ington Universit . "I called for a reallocation of public
'ec tor reSOUl'ce to the states and cities," he explained,
" nd it is nice to have the opportunity of carrying out
these ideas." This point is part of a thesis on the need to
decentralize the federal government which 'Veidenbaum
r gards as the fundamental message of his new book,
Th e Modern Public Sector, published recently bv Basic
Books of N ew York. The volume, also prepared while
'Veidenbaum was on the Washillgton Universlly cam
p . not only lays the conceptual foundation for the re
mm proposal for revenue sharing. but also emphasizes
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the currcnt tren d towards involving non-goverrlm ent I
in stitutions in lbe solution of society's problems.
'Ve ide nbaum has another book in mind, but it will
have to wait be.ca use in his present position he has very
little time for the kind of refl ection necessary to produce
a weighty tome 011 economics. In fact, one of his con
cerns is how to find a few spare moments for contempla
tion in a work week that averages 65 bours. with each
(hy stre lebiug from \J a.m. to 7 p.m. As one solution ,
\Ve idenbaum hit on the idea of riding the bus from his
Chevy Chase hOll1e to the massive pile of rock which is
the Treasury Department's headquarters just east of the
'''hite Hou se, In rank-happy, status conscious "D.C ."
this decision was regarded as highly irregular-adminis
tratqrs at vV ~ id e nballlTl' s level simply don't travel 0 11 puh
Ii tran sportation , Or if they do, "they lose face," \\le iclen 
baum explained with a mischievous grin.

T

H E WHOL E business of formal protocol strikes \\lei
dc nbaum as ludicrous, but for the sake of convention
he nuw wears conservative banke r gray suits instead of
blazer jacke ts, and always remembers to don his well
tailored coa t whe n he leaves his verv proper office. His
black hair, once cropped in a crew cu t, is now a more
conservative length, which gives him a Brooks Brothers
look. He appears changed, but conversations with him rc-.
veal tha t he's not so very different after all from the pro
fessor who used to make his headquarters in )vlc.\[illan Hall.
The sense of humor is ve ry much in ev idence and the
candor. "A job as an assistant secretary was sometimes
just a political payoff," he observed, "That wasn't true
in m y case," hc declared with a grin. Of his pace, which
Icaves his aides hardpressed to keep up with him, 'Vei
denbaum remarked, "Ordinarily there's just turmoil
around he re. Today it's pandemonium,"
Asked to compare his life in the capital with that on
the campus , vVeidenbaum said, "Different it surely is.
but more difficult?-no I don't think so." ""hat he notices

MR. WEIDENBAUM

GOES TO W ASHINGTON

Over on Capitol Hill, Professor Weidenb aum visits with Congressman Durward C. Hall
(Rep. ) from ~Ji ssouri. One of the members of H all's staH, Jim Robinett (background on
th e right) , is a 1965 graduate of Washington University's School of Law.

MR. WEIDENBAUM
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Democratic Senator Thomas F . E agleton from Missouri talked at length with Weidenbaum
recently about the post-Vietnam economy. E agleton's office is decorated with a great
ma ny photographs of prominent men who either have bee n or are now in government service.

Catching up with \Veidenbaum for an
interview is not easy, for he goes at
a frenetic pace in W'l1shington, but
here he ponders a question. His answers
are candid and direct, and frequcntly
sparked with humor.

most is that life in \Vashington, is far more routine.
"At vVashington University the pace was much more
pcrsonally determined," he said. "I could come when
ever I felt like it if I didn't have a class, stay late at
night preparing lecture notes, and write a paper over the
weekend. And if I ever thought faculty meetings were a
bit much, imagine what life is like now! And there's a
difrerent kind of meeting here which I call public con
tact work. Since I'm a policy-maker I spend a lot of
time explaining what I'm doing to the press, Congress,
and public interest groups."
"Actually, I don't find the substance that different. I
was not a theoretical economist. I was always policy
oriented anel interesteel in ,vhat was happening in thc
economy. But my role was different. There at the Uni
versity I could be detached and just say whatcver I be
lieved to be the proper course of policy. Now, of course,
no one censors my specches, but still there is sclf-im
posed restraint because you know that anything that you
say of any consequence will be picked up and inter
prcted as thc view of the administration. You simply
aren't speaking for yourself alone." But \Veidenbaum
made clear that he is determined not to compromise his
integrity. "I have an implicit understanding- again self
imposed-that I will not publicly criticize the administra
tion nor will I publicly support something that I don't be
lieve in."
V,Teidenbaum is skillful at fielding questions at press
confercnces and makcs clear that he rather enjoys tan
gJjng with critics. "Good clean fun" is what hc calls it,
whether it be locking horns with Mayor John Lindsay on
the same rostrum at thc Forty-Sixth Annual Congress of
Cities out in San Diego, or trading quips with 1hrtin
Agronsky on television.
Probably what he enjoys most, however, are the "T-2"
(Troika Two) scssions when he and Stein and Mann get
together to thresh out economic policy. Their combina
tiOil is known as the "working level" troika. Above them
is still another top-level troika team, abhreviated as "T-l,"
composed of the Council's i\'IcCrackcn, Treasury Secre-

tary David Kennedy, and Budget Director Robert 1'layo.
When they meet with the Federal Reserve Board Chair
man Arthur Burns, they becomc the Quadriad.
In early December when 'iVeidenbaum was inter
viewed for this article, he and his "T-2" counterparts
were preoccupied with the three major policy statements
that a President makes in a given year. These are the
State of the Union message, the budget message, and the
economic report. \"eidenbaum indicated that the work
was proceeding smoothly. Indeed, quiet efficiency seems
to be a characteristic of the Nixon administration. Even a
message from the President announcing a major change
in administration policy and requesting a prompt reply is
delivered to \Veidenbaul11 without furor. "That never
would have happened during the Johnson administra
tion," he observed, "and I think that fact is very sig
nificant," he added.
It suggests, as The New York Times' White House
correspondent Robert B. Semple, Jr. pointed out in a
Sunday magazine piece not long ago, the "muted style"
of the Presidency. But as this reporter went on to remind
rcaders, tbe Presidency, nevertheless. has very c1earlv
become Nixon's Presidencv.

IS NIXON's photograph which looms large Oil the walls
of offices all over the Treasury headquarters and pre
sumably all the other kcy department buildings in \\'ash
ington, and it is Nixon's philosophy which sets the
tone of this administration. Perhaps it was best expressed
in the midst of a conversation which Mr. Nixon had with
several of his aides last July when the President is re
ported to have said, according to his counsel, John Ehr
lichman: "Let us not fall into the dreary rut or just
manage the chaos a little better. Let us use the great
power of this placc to do something for the nation." Ad
ministration officials like Murray L. \Veidenbaum could
ask for no better direction nor any clearer reason for
coming to the banks of the Potomac to shoulder the re
sponsibilities of public service.
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By B RTON M. WHEELER
Dearl of the College of Art.r and Sciences

A CRISIS OF CONFIIDENCE
ON AMERICAN CAMPUSES

l

AT a time when the nation was reacting
with isbelief to the class of 1969 and periodicals
were churning out yard upon yard of copy, I was asked
to address a conference of administrators held at Saint
Louis U niver ity. My assigned topic was "Students in
the Mind and Heart of Administrators and Facul ty ."
\i hile I conceded that the minds of all administrators
and most fa culty were preoccupied with the phenomenon
of student activism, I could not resist the wry comment
that the emotions of some academicians toward students
med to have their seat ill some other bodily organ
than the hearl-pcrhaps the gall bladder, liver, or splcen.
\\Then we are honest with ourselves. we must all admit
that there arc moments, even days, when we find it ex
traordinarily difficult to think of some of today's students
a anything other than our enemy, a threat to the insti
tutions to which we are deeply committed, a threat to
(Jur own sense of well-being. Such a ttitudes are at least
in part a commentary on our failings as educators. How
fallacious it would be to assume that all would be well if
,"Illv a fev.: militant students disappeared from the scene.
d huw ironic that after years of lecturing essentially
do ,'le students that they must think for thcmselves , dis
cover their own values, and become independent agents,
we reco il with rescnlmellt when a handful of students
actually do. \\fere we really only saying "think as we do
and discover our values"?
This is treacherous ground indeed . Too easily we are
trapped by stereotypes, by labels, by fetishes. Terms
uch as "peacenik," "Bircher," "bjppy," "the movement,"
"th system" are like buttons on a badly wired intellec
tllal circuit. \,Ve push them, knowing th ey will produc;e a
arge, but lack con trol over the consequence.
In universi ties over the last several decades we have
in part been victimized by our successes. \\fe fought for
faculty control of the curriculum, for recognition of the
value of research, for better physical plants, for salaries
which recognize our value and training. Suddenly, unex
pectedly, we find ourselves forced to defend these
achievements to affluent and inexperienced students who
question the very premises on which these battles were
AST JUNE
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fo ught. As Dr. Rosemary Park notes in The Ul1iv ersity ill
Am rica, quoting the opening chapter of A Tale of Tle o
Cities it is indeed "the best of times, the worst of times."
Perhaps \Vh~lt is most disconcerting to faculties and ad
ministrations is tha t as we we re preparing to establish
our standard a t the summit of our achievements, w C'
discovered that we did not control the field. Hurled
haek into a defen sive posture, we lost the initiative. Our
precious and too tender egos were somewhat bruised .
Perhaps as educators, we shall be the be tter for that.
None of us can foresee with any certainty what the
ncxt several ycars will bring to the nation's campuses or
bow they will afIect the future of higher educa tion in
this country. Rather, I am concerned with the response
to student activism, particularly with regard to curricubr
matters and thus to the raison d' et-re of the university.

T

o PI1UVlD E A fram ework it is necessary to summarize
some of my basic assumptions ahout the univprsily
scene today:
1. Although factors beyond our control provide much
of the impetus for and set the tone of student ac
tivism, the solution to these na tional problems
the war in Vie t Nam, the plight of our cities,
racism , the destruction of our natural environment
and poverty-would not resolve many of the major
problems uf higher education.
2. A.t least over the last several decades, higher edu
cation has cuncentrated too much on the individu
al's success: his ability to develop intellectual
skills , cultural interes ts and, above all, voca tional
skills. \ ,Ve have neglected the essen tial in terde
pendency of men and institutions in modern so
ciety. \Ve can no longer afford this n eglect.
3. Faculties of American colleges and universities
have been unable to formulate a coherent and co
hesive philosophy of education for these times. \Ve
maintain curricula without muc.h attention to
lea rning theory and tend to perpetuate programs
modeled upon somewhat nostalgic memories of
our own collegiate experiences.

As professor of English, Dean of the College of Arts and
ciences, and former Master of Forsyth Howes, Dr.
W heeler has had a long, intimate, and it is hoped
mutually beneficial relationship with today's students. in
this dr/icle, based on his talk this faIL at Family Day, he
examines the caJJJes of rr stJJdent unrest/' and explores
the new and complicated relationships among students.
faCtllty, tldministratorJ, and parents today!.

Dialogue with the Dean. "Only by listening, really listening," Dean Wheeler says,
" ... can we begin cooperatively to transform the rhetoric of our college catalogues and
indeed of student activists into reality."

A CRISIS OF CONFIDENCE
ON AMERICAN CAMPUSES

4. American families have generally become increa~

.::J.
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8.

9.

ingly dependent upon educational institutions for
moral leadership and as socializing institutions. At
least in higher education, we have neither met this
challenge nor have we been effective in returning
these responsibilities to the family. Consequently,
we find ourselves in constant turmoil over whether
or not, or how far, we should intrude into the
"private lives" of our students.
Faculties too frequently behave as though physio
logical and psychological factors should have no
appreciable influence on the intellectual perform
ance of students.
Our students today are, with few exceptions, the
most affluent, intellectually sopbisticated and, in
practical terms, least experienced group ever to
appear on the campus scene. Few of them have
ever had to b e fully responsible for their actions. In
private, high-tuition collcges, few have ever been
truly tested in a working situation .
Perhaps because of these qualities, our students
seem incapable of living between the poles of cyn
icism and r~)mantic idealism. They oscillate from
one extreme to the other. Simultaneously, they are
often almost exclusively present-oriented, unlike
their teachers and parents, who were as students
largely future-oriented. This difference is quite
significant, for much of the docility and patience
which characterized our generation was the conse
quence of our willingness to tolerate whatever
hurdles stood between us and our goals. Converse
ly, many of our present students feel that they
must live in the present as though there were no
future. \\lhether this is because their view of the
future is so terrifying or because they believe that
our generation was too obsessed with an extreme
future orientation, I cannot say.
Vole have probably never had so many students on
college campuses so genuinely concerned about
the nature of education. Many of them have read
a remarkable amount of the recent literature and
have created their own forums to discuss reforms.
They see many of the shortcomings of colleges
and universities and are frustrated by their inabil
ity to produce instant transformation.
University and college procedures on most mat
ters are cumbersome and designed to resist
changes which may prove idiosyncratic and fleet

ing. Faculty members have a low tol erance for
"meddling." Skeptical of all innovations, they are
particularly on guard against changes which might
have. an adverse effect on "academic standards."
10. Studen ts must b ecome involved in responsible de
cision making in ail aspects of their education. Al
though they are inexperie nced, often naive, Ullcer
tain of the ir objectives, frequently ignorant of the
nature and value of particular disciplines, myopic
in their view of relevance, and embroiled in the
emotional turmoil of late adolescence, they are
also creative, energetic, extraordinarily concerned
with interpersonal relations and social problems,
and anxious to prove themselves responsible. If
the liabilities seem to counterbalance the assets,
one must remember that faculties and administra
tions and, I might add, parents who have here to
fore been sole determiners of curricula, living ac
commodations, and social or extracurricular life
are also disadvantaged. By virtue of the narrowly
professional b'aining most of us have had, we too
are sometimes naive, in experienced, and uncerta in
of our larger objectives. \\le have lost some of the
energy and resiliency of youth. If we have avoid
ed cynicism, we have also lost something of our
idealism and belief in the possibility of the signifi
cant improvement of human institutions. Our ob
ligations to families, careers, and prQperty cause
us to attach great importance to the mere survival
of our institutions.
these ass umptions, I contend that the
universities and collegcs can meet the challenges b e
fore them, that th ey have both the stability and resiliency
to be receptive to new ideas. No other institutions are
better equipped to realize the hopes and promises of a
better society than the universities.
Student activism is a fact , whether you approve or dis
approve, whether you see it as an international conspira
cy or the manifestation of the same problems of which
the apathy and malaise of the 1950's were symptomatic.
I think it fortunate that it is an inescapable fact. 'What
response are we to make to student activism? Are there
possible be nefits?
I am deeply alarmed by the prospect of repressive
tactics aimed at blunting and destroying student activ
ism, tactics which may inadvertently consolidate some of
the worst features of our society and higher education,
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A CRISIS OF CONFIDENCE
ON AMERICAN CAMPUSES

tactics which may effectively quash any peaceful djssent
and tberefore any will toward independence. I am
squarely opposed to violence, to arrogant interference
with the rights of others. Bul, the evidence is over
wh elming tbat the small handful of leaders who feed
Ull disruption are powerless and without signiScant follow
ing except wherc valid conccrns are treated casually.

Q

to structures for decision mak
ing, therefore, are of central importance. Until very
recently, students accepted the faculty as thc legitimate as
wcll as the actual authority Oil all curricular matters. Al
though complaints wcre often lodged against one or another
of tbe multiple requirements for graduation set by the bc
ult , the legitimacy of the faculty's power in these areas
went unchallenged. \Vithin the last several years, per
haps the most revolutionary devclopment on campuses is
the challenge to the legitimacy of the faculty's authority.
The cry of "student power" should not be dismissed as
rebellious, adolescent raving against authority. Nor is
the demand for an active role in decisions affecting cen
lral issues of a student's life me rely engcndered by utopi
an visions of a "truly democratic society."
The concept of student power could not have gained
the credence it has among many of our most intelligent
and concerned students had it not been preceded by a
ignificant loss of conSdence in the faculty and admin
istration. Some of the most significant innovations in
higher education have been motivated in large part by
a desire to prove that the faculty c10es care about its
students. In re trospect it is distressing that we needed to
provide that proof. It sugg sts that for years the seeds of
discontent have becn widely scattered. Students have
seen the faculty as being so preoccupied with their own
scholarly work, university politics, and personal lives that
studen ts and good teaching were an unfortunate if nec
essaryencumbrance.
\Vhen I hear this position declared, I hasten to cite
the large numbers of faculty who have cared about good
teaching and students. But this misses the point. The
shldent's perception may be incorrect, as we see it, or at
least exagg r ted, but we do not help a child overcome
his fear of darkness by reciting over and over that dark
ness is not frightening. 'vVe must seek to determine wh y
the perception exists.
Some students not only condemn faculties and admin
istrations for indifference to them, but seriously question
whether we have anything to conve y to them apart
from our special fields of knowledge. At a moment of
U ESTIO:XS PEHT.-\IKIXG
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history and at a time of life when fundamental ques
tions of morality are nearly overwhelming, students often
seem to care more about the life styles of their tcachcrs
than about their subjects. Their stated concern is for
wholeness and integration, for authenticity.
Doubtless Erikson, Fromm, Bubel', and others have
provided a vocabulary, but I suspect that the student
articulation of these concerns rises from deep fears that
th ey will not as individuals be able to achieve a strong
personal identity. The characteristic fears of inadequacy
which are so strong during adolescence have been in
tensified by their experiences: their apparent powerless
ness in the face of social evils, their familiarity with the
literary and visual art amplifying themes of alie nation
aud despair. They desperately want to know how to live
and love and they desperately need reassurance that
they are worthy uf living and being loved. The calculus,
closed couplets, Byzantine art, and quantum mechanics
do have ultimate relevance to their concerns, but we
have failed miserably in cstablishing this rele vance, cer
tainly as teachcrs and perhaps as persons.
The concerns which characterize the white student ac
tivist are intensified among black students. As chairman
of our Committee on Black Studies, I have been edu
ca ted in a very real way by the opportunity to discuss
educational objectives with the black student members.
I have come to realize somewhat better their funda
mental distrust of educational sb'uctures and their anger
towards what they regard as paternalistic attitudes. And I
have bcen deeply impressed with their determination to
develop a curriculum intended to lead black students to
become more involved with their communities and more
accepting of themselves and their heritage.
the evidence is clear
that my colleagues and I have neither the under
standing nor the sense of urgency to conceive and develop
the programs they consider most suited to their needs.
To a large extent, they are correct. Certainly we cannot
provide a meaningful educational experience for black
shldents without their leadership , nor can they succeed
without our assistance. 'vVe are all caught in the tension
between dependency and distrust.
This crisis of conSdence underlies aJi that we must
struggle with in resolving issues of shldent power, fac ulty
power, and administrative power. I have dealt with the
problem briefly because we normally give less attention
to student distrust of us than to the pronounced lack of
confidence of adults toward students as reasonable par
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ticipll nts in decision making. A CriSIS of confidence is
likely to characterize the relationships between faculties
and students in the aggregate for the for eseeable future .
Happily individual relationships will temper aggregate
relationships. Surely a primary role of the administration
will b e to assist in the creation of those se ttings and pro
cedures which will enable each to become more under
standing and confident in dealing with the other.
of years students have heen involved on
our campus in various U niversity-wide committees.
They have taken the predominant role in disciplinary mat
ters and, particularly in the residence halls, student gov
ernment has been very influential in the setting of policies.
Thus the faculty and adminish·ation we re able to re
spond to demands for stude nt power by a recitation of
the important role played by students before such de
mands were made . As careful obscrvers of the student
scene would expect, this recitation was immediate ly
countered by decl arations th,lt such roles wcre tokenism
and did not give students real power.
Both pOSitions are defensible. Students on committees
dominated by faculty and administrators have served
valuable rol es in presenting student p erspectives. From
the student stalldpoint, however, these roles have been
rather uncomfortable, no matter how flattering . Th e ma
jority have felt ill at ease and rarely permitted them
selves to take aggressive leadership . They have been
emotionally unprepared to participate as equals. Faculty
and administrators have oft en not understood why stu
dents seemed to agree in a meeting, only late r to ex
press disagreement and discontent. For students, particu
larly, the re is strength in numbe rs.
Further, many young people have a misconception
about the nature of "rower.·' Having never possessed
more th an the semblance of power nor the responsibility
power brings with it, they assume it to be more absolute
than it can or should be either in an acad emi c structure
or in a democratic socie ty. Som eone, somewhere, they
reason, must be pullin g the sh·ings . And if that person
cared sufficiently, he could correct the injustices.
That students can make a significant conh·ibution to
areas of educational policy secms to me beyond question.
That the process of involvement in policy making can re
store a measure of confidence between those who are
ealled students and those who are called educators
seems to me equally clear. In an institution of higher
education, we must all be teachers and learners.
Parents and alumni have a vested interest in American
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coll eges and universities . They have more tb all that-a
responsibility to understand what is h appening on the
campu s and to interpret it to the socie ty a t large. The
crisis of confidence on campus is a part of a larger crisi
of confidence- a deep-seated conviction on th e part of
far too many young people that this socie ty is cQrrupt,
~hat its leaders are faithless. and that the ir parents who
may make the soun ds of caring are in fact paralyzed.
I have tried to suggest that what we are witnessin g on
campus is a microcosm of the large r society. The great
majority of stud ents are ncithe r radical nor ultra-con
servative, hut the ir perplexity leads to forms of cynicism
which may in the long rUll be more dangerous to this
.,ociety than either extreme. \Ve will not rcsolve this
crisis of confidence by force. \Ve may resolve it, and in
deed we mu st, by grappling honestly and perseveringly
to eliminate the shocking gap between our stated ideal s
for this country and the fa cts which confront us daily.
Over the course of the next several years, American
higher education will be tested as it bas never been
tested before. Administrations are likely to be caught in
a vise between external and internal pressures. T o set
ourselves staunchly agaillst all student activism, denounc
ing it as anti-intell edual and satirizing its qualities of
self-gratification , would be to intcnsify the crisis of con
fid ence upon which we arc already foundering.
HE C E KTRAL COXVI CTIONS of student ac tivists, whe ther
white or black must be heeded. \Vhen they insist th at
the full p otential of higher education is not being real
ized , that our curricula must be tested aga in st contem
porary experience, that the coll egiate experience should
not only sharpen th e intellect but produce humane and
concerned persons, they summon us to our high est obli
gations as educ-ators. If they minimize the value of the
traditional disciplines , they nevertheless remind us that
the disciplin es are not ends in themselves. P erhaps onlv
by their chall enges will we remember that institutions
exist for persons, not persons for institutions.
It will he easier and I fear more popular to answer
rudeness with rudeness, arrogance with arrogance, power
with powe r. H owever, ouly by listening, really listcnin g,
to oue another beyond thc words to the stimuli which
evoke the words, can we begin cooperatively to trans
form the rhdoric of our college catalogues, and indeed
of student activists, into reality. Only as we do this to
gether, regaining confidence in our social structures, and
one another, will the future appear less harrowing and
the present offer greater promise for human fulfillm ent.
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TREATMENT PLANNING BY CO'MPUTER

of x-rays and the radioac
tive elemeut radium in the 1890's presented medi
cine with thc first tools to be used in radiation therapy.
Both emit ionizing radiation , which has a powerful lethal
effect on rapidly dividing cells and hence is useful in the
trca tment of many kinds of cancer. The later chscovery
of artificial radioactivity and the development of super
voltage equipment extended the scope of this specialty.
Today about 50 percent of all cancer patients are trea ted
with some form of radiation therapy either for cure or as
a palliative measure.
One of the chief problems in such treatment is to di
rect as high a radiation dosage as possible to the can
cerous arca while delivering the lowest possible dose to
the surrounding healthy tissues so they are not harmed.
The calculations involved in determining this dosage
have constituted a time-consuming and laborious manual
task.
A few years ago, the Biomedical Computer Laboratory
at the School of Medicine, working with the Department
of Radiology, began developing a computer to do this
h'eatment planning. The result was the Programmed
Console (P.C.), a small digital computer with a number
of added features, which now has been in clinical use for
more than a year at the Mallinckrodt Instihlte of Radiol
ogy, serving patients within the Barnes Hospital group as
well as outpatients from other institutions and clinics.
Last fall, a program funded by the Bi-State Regional
Medicnl Program was begun to extend the services of
\Vashington University's computerized treatment plan
ning to twe nty institutions in Missouri and Illinois.
To unders tand the significance of this development, it
is necessary to have some background on what's in
volved in planning radiation therapy for the cancer pa
ticnt using external beams of radiation such as x-rays.
Often two or more beams are aimed at different angles
so that they intersect at thc tumor, thus giving the tumor,
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through this interaction, a higher dose of radiation than
a single beam could safely produce. A treatment plan in
volves de termining which beams to use and at what
angles and distances to place them.
Each source of radiation such as an x-ray machine has
an isodose chart-a graphic description of the pattern of
the radiation which it emits. For each modification of
the source such as with filters, there is also a n isodose
chart. In working up a treatment plan, when more than
one source of radiation is to be used, the radiotherapist.
his resident, or a well-trained technician must 'Nark from
these individual charts to produce another isodose chart
to describe the composite distribution of radiation pro
duced by the interacting beams.
This chart is actually a pattern of lines representing
degrees of radiation. From it the radiotherapist can tell
where the radiation is high or low and if too much is
reaching healthy tissue. If the chart representing a given
composite dose is not satisfactory, it must be scrappcd,
the angles of radiation beams changed, and another
chart drawn up. Actual treatment can begin only afte r a
satisfactory plan is prepared. Doing this manually is vcry
laborious, and more complicated charts may take several
hours to prepare. With the P.C., however, a t r:~atmcnt
plan using two beams that takes a skilled person thirty
minutes to work up can be produced in about ten sec
onds.
InST STEP in preparing a treatment plan is to make
a contour of the patient's body at the region of the
tumor. One of the me thods for doing this is to form a
strip of lead around the body and then trace the lead
shape onto paper. Before the P.C. adaptation, the radio
therapist would manually superimpose the isodose charts
on this body contour (w ithin which were drawn the
tumor and any vi tal organs near by) to see how the radia
tion would be distributed.
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Before a cancer patient is treated with radiation, a plan
must be calmlated to determine what the placement
of the x-ray 01' other radiation bemlJ.J should be. This ta-rk
takes much time and work. Cooperation between the
Biomedical Computer Laboratory and the Department of
Radiology at the School of jVIedicine has 1'eJtllted in
the development of a computer -retltp that prepares these
plam in a fraction of the time it med to require.

A technician in the radiation therapy division uses a P,C. to prepare a treatment plan,
By manipulating the set of knobs on the keyboard, she can try numerous beam positions.
Representations of the beams and the body outline are displayed on the screen above.

To make the computer "see" this contour, however, is
another matter. Therefore, a device called a position
transducer was built. The operator uses it to trace around
the paper outline, which has been prepared in the stan
dard way, and the computer then converts that outline
to numerical data that can be stored on magnetic tape on
a card. When this card is put into the P.C., the patient
contour, with location of tumor and vital organs, will
show up graphically on the computer's oscilloscope
screen.
Ways have also been devised to transfOlID the graphic
isodose chart of each radiation source into numerical
form. Thus, a representation of a radiation source is also
contained on a card for use by the computer--one card
for each available radiation source or its modification.
After the computer receives the data from the patient
contour card and from a card for each of the beams to be
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used, treatment planning can begin. By switching to an
other program, the P.C . operator can then superimpose
on the patient outline a graphic representation of up to
six beams. By moving a set of knobs, he can vary the
angle and position of a beam as he aims it at the tumor.
The computer can then calculate the isodose pattern
produced by the beams as he has positioned them. If the
pattern is not suitable, he can easily try again.
After arriving at a good treatment plan, judging from
the screen pattern, an option in the computer program
enables him to get a screen display telling him how far
and at what angle each beam is from a given reference
point. A device called a digital plotter can then draw on
a piece of paper the pattern on the P .c. screen as well
as print all angles and distances. This represents a per
manent record of the treatment plan, and the patient can
now be treated . Infonnation on the beams can also be
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stored on a card to recreate this plan if necessary.
The original stimulus for the development of the P.C.
came from Dr. William E. Powers, professor of radiolo
gy, currently on leave of absence with the National Can
cer Institute. About five years ago, aware of the com
puter's potential for solving some of radiotherapy's prob
lems, he had worked with Dr. Tom L. Gallagher, now
director of the University's Computer Facilities, to write
a program which would enable a computer to determine
the distribution of radiation from radioactive needles sur
gically implanted in cancerous areas. The calculated re
sults were excellent, but, using a big computer, it was a
major undertaking to get cards punched and the pro
gram run. Furthermore, the answers were in numerical
form from which treatment plans had to be sketched be
fore they could be meaningful to the radiologist.
Independent of this effort was a course in computer

design offered one spring semester to electrical engi
neering graduate students by Drs. Wesley Clark, director
of the University's Computer Systems Laboratory, and
Jerome R. Cox, director of its Biomedical Computer Lab
oratory. During the find! part of the course, the students
had to design and build a computer. After four weeks
and many late hours, two computers of the same basic
design were produced. Each was dubbed a "4W2," or
Four-Week Wonder, a la "TW3" for "That Was the
Week That Was," then a popular television show.
The following summer, V. W. Gerth, Jr., then a grad
uate student who had been head of one of the groups
designing the 4W2, was working at the Biomedical Com
puter Laboratory. At Dr. Powers' suggestion, he wrote a
program for the 4vV2 for the plotting of isodose con
tours.
"Bill Powers, who is a man of great, great enthusi

CLose-up (left) of a screen display shows three radiation beams
intersecting within the outline of a cross section of a patient's body.
The tumor and vital Q1·gans nearby are also shou;n. After the
operator has positioned the T-shaped beams as desired, the P.C.
calculates the radiation pattern which they would pmduce. This
pattern is subsequently displayed on the screen and enables the
operator to judge whether a plan of treatment using those beam
positions tcould be suitable. If the plan is satisfactory, the
computer can display the distance and angle of each bemn from a
given reference point. If a set of beam positions produces a screen
pattern that is not satisfactory, the beams can easily be changed to
other positions and netc patterns of radiation dosage displayed.
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Dr. Jerome R. Cox, Jr., director of
the Biomedical Computer Laboratory,
designed the Programmed Console which is
now serving the Bi-State area under a
new program directed by Dr. Carlos A.
Perez (right), associate professor of
radiology at the School of lV'edicine.

asm," Dr. Cox recalled, "thought this program was just
what he wanted for the radiation implant work."
Some time later at a scientific meeting, Dr. Cox hap
pened to show some pictures of the contours produced on
the 4W2's oscilloscope screen to the doctor from the Na
tional Institutes of Health who administered the grant to
the two computer laboratories. He was very uiterested
and encouraged further development of the idea. Later,
a n NIH advisory committee met and offered to make
money available to develop several of the computers which
could then be lent to cancer treatment centers around the
country.

D

Cox AGREED to go ahead. In reviewing what had
to be done, it was evident that the 4W2 design
needed change. So, during Christmas week of 1965, Dr.
Cox designed the Programmed Console with Mr. Gerth's
assistance. A prototype unit was built and running by
February-something of a speed record for getting a com
puter design operative.
Four institutions besides Washington University were
originally selected to participate in the use of the P.C.
Ano ther was added later. The first commercial models
came out in the fall of 1966, built by SPEAR, Inc.
During 1966 amI 1967, Dr. William F. Holmes, an as
sistant professor at the Biomedical C mputer Laboratory,
developed the major programs. Many others contributed
to the programming effort .
By that time, the thrust of the design had changed
from calculating radiation dosage from internal implants
of needles to calculation of dosage from external means
such as x-ray beams. "This emphasis was changed be
cause the major fraction of radiation therapy is by ex
ternal means," Dr. Cox said, "People were not finding the
P.C. clinically useful because of a few early design de
cisions, so we got busy and modified the programs and
equipment." At this stage of development, Dr. Roy E.
Bentley, a visiting scientist from London, was very help
ful in determining the accuracy of the calculations using
the P.C. By the spring of 1968, it was useful clinically.
The matter of going from a graphic input (the patient
contour) to a graphic output (the treatment plan) was
a complicated new approach to the clinical usc of a com
puter in radiation treatment planning. Yet it wns neces
sary to realizing onc of the design goals-to make the
R.
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data that had to be handled, whether that data was go
ing into or coming out of the computer, similar to that
which the radiotherapist \vas accustomed to handling.
Thus, there is no need to helVe a computer staff. The
radiotherapist can work directly with the computer. His
ability to interact, bringing his medical expertise into
play through manipulation of the beam knobs, is one of
the novel features inherent in the P.C. design. He ac
tually decides a radiation treatment plan and the com
puter relieves him of the drudgery of its calculation.
"As engineers, we have only automated technical de
tails, but left medical judgment up to the doctor," J\h.
Gerth said.
Others had previously tried to use larger computers
for such planning, but found them inconvenient and ex
pensive for a number of technical reasons.
Comparisons between hand-produceu isodose curves
and those calculated with the P.C. have agreeu very
well. Further critical evaluation is presently underway.
Since the P.C. makes it possible to produce these dia
grams of radiation distribution simply and quickly, it is
more practical to produce more accurate and individual
istic plans. "The doctor can manipulate the beam knobs,
analyze and compare the shortcomings of one plan ver
sus another," Dl'. Carlos A. Perez, associate professor of
radiology, noted. "Hopefully, this will result in patients
being treated better amI more cures-a general upgrading
of radiation therapy."
The interaction between the P.C. operator in the ma
nipulation of beams and the almost immediate display of
the radiation dosages those beams represent also makes
it possible for an intelligent person with no previous com
puter experience to learn its operation. Thus, thc P.C. is
a very useful teaching tool.
"For training, it's tremenuous," Dr. Perez said. "It al
lows a number of alternative plans to be generated in a
very short time at a low cost. At the longe;t, it takes five
minutes to get a plan on the computer. It could take a
technician a half-hour to work one up."
The trainee doesn't have to perform time-consuming
calculations, therefore, but instead can concentrate on
learning how to get the highest dose to the tumor and
the least to healthy tissue.
For more complicated situations such as the radiation
distribution of radioactive sources surgicalIy implanted

in the body, the P .C. is also designed to work in col
laboration with a larger computer. An earlier program
for computer calculations of such implants, as mentioned
earlier, had several drawbacks. By working with the P.C. ,
the time requin~d for an answer is reduced to the point
where it may be possible to keep the patient in the op
erating room under anesthesia until the dosage of the
implants is checked out. If necessary, readjustment of
the radiation sources can then be made.
ADVANCES in treatment planning made possible
with the P.C. are not restricted to only the largest of
medical centers; the average radiotherapy department can
afford to purchase one. Smaller hospitals with more
limited faciliti es and fewer patients to treat, however,
cannot justify the cost. Therefore, a plan was devised
'whereby the services of the P.e. at \Vashington Univer
sity could bc made available to such smaller institutions.
Using a Xerox telecopier, a device for transmitting
graphic information over telephone wires, therapists at a
smaller hospital can send conventional patient outlines
and descriptions of the radiation beams they want to
usc. An exact copy of this information is produced at a
telecopier in the University's radiation therapy division.
The P.C. is th en used to calculate a treatment plan,
which is returned with the telecopier.
For three years, the radiation therapy division had
such a project with six institutions sponsored by the
American College of Radiology. Last fall. this service was
expanded to twenty institutions in Southern Illinois and
Missouri with funding by the Bi-State Regional Medical
Program. There are also private arrangements fo r similar
service with institutions in Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Cal
ifornia.
"\Ve prepare about 100 to 120 treatment plans per
mon th for other institutions," Dr. Perez said. This repre
sents about 7,3 percent of all plans prepared in the di
vision.
Dr. Powers initiated the proposal resulting in the Re
gional :Medical Program funding. The three-year grant
supports the "Cooperative Regional Radiation Therapy
Development and Support Program" \vhich is directed
by Dr. Perez. Through this cooperative approach, it is
hoped better overall treatm ent of cancer will be provided.
The program consists of three separate, but closely co
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ordinated efforts.
First is the Physics and Treatment Planning Center
under Dr. Arnold Feldman, a radiation physicist and as
sistant professor of radiDlogy. The Center does treatment
planning for the participating institutions . "There .is pres
ently no charge for this service, which is one of the main
contributions of \iVashington University to the project,"
Dr. Perez noted at the first meeting of the participants.
Plans also call fo r the Center to provide other treatment
aids and services to radiation therapists.
"This project," Dr. W endell G. Scott of the Scott Ra
diological Group in St. Louis has commented, "is the
first of its kind to be developed and funded in this coun
try. It represents a radical change in the thinking of ra
diation therapy for the improved treatment of cancer
patients not only in our area, but in the entire country."
The second facet of the Regional Radiation Therapy
Program is to provide various levels of continuing educa
tion for x-ray technologists. Dr. Perez and his colleagues
are working closely w ith Ellis F ischel Cancer Hospital,
Columbia, Mo. , in this training.
THIRD PROJECT under the direction of Dr. Leonard J.
Tolmach, professor of radiology, will involve teach
ing radiation biology to residents or trainees 'in radiology
as ,veil as to practicing radiologists.
"The Regional Medical Program," Dr. Perez said, "is
trying to make the facilities and advantages in a big
medical center available to all the people."
In a recent article, Dr. John H. Knowles of the Mas
sachusetts General Hospital (and a graduate of \i\1ash
ington University's School of Medicine) stated: "Cancer
deaths have been rising recen tly at an annual rate of
about two percent, and the increasing demand for radi
ation therapy has at least equalled this and more prob
ably exceeded it as cancers are detected earlier and
newer methods of therapy prolong life or result in cures
in increasing numbers of patients."
"Short of solving the entire riddle of cancer," he noted,
"the need for radioth erapy and radiotherapists will con
tinue to increase."
The development of the Programmed Console and its
expanded use through the Bi-State Regional Medical Pro
gram should be a signi£cant help in meeting this grow
ing need.
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Earth Scientist Leroy Scharon has returned to Washington
University f rom a sixteen-month sojourn in
Antclrctica as the only Americcl1l at a Soviet scientific
station. As an exchange scientist assigned to the Russian
bases, Pro f essor Scharon learned a great deal about
the Antarctic-and he learned a great deal abottt the
Soviets and abottt how people oj different ideologies can
work together in harmony and peace.

As part of his research in rock magnetism and paleomagnetism, Professor Scharon d ril'ls
into the frozen ntarctic soil. Glare on snow made sunburn more of a hazard than frostbite,
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By H. LEROY SCHARON
Professor of Em·th Science.r

WITH THE SOVIETS
IN ANTARCTICA

A COLD, CLEAH night in early September, 1968,
two men were standing on an ice-capped field at
the bottom of the world contemplating the heavens.
Shining above them in the Antarctic sky was our sun's
nearest stellar neighbor, Alpha Centauri. Standing in
the bitter cold, the men discussed the possibility of in
telligent life on a planet in the solar system of that bright
star 4.3 light years away.
If there were intelligent life on such a planet, they
speculated, it could have advanced far beyond ours,
and the answers to the problems that plague mankind
might seem simple and obvious to creatures of such great
intelligence. But then the two looked at each other with
the realization that no hypothetical Centaurians were go
ing to solve man's problems. There on the frozen wastes
of Antarctica, the two men agreed that they lllust have a
common faith in man's ability to solve his own prob
lems if he is to live in peace on this planet.
\\Tho were these two men? One was a cosmic engineer
from the Leningrad Arctic and Antarctic Research Insti
tute--a citizen of the Soviet Union. I was the other man
an exchange scientist representing the National Science
Foundation and \Vashington University-a citizen of the
United States.
The understanding that came to me that my Soviet
colleague and I shared the faith so essential to bring
peace to mankind was one of the most impOitant experi
ences of the sixteen months of communal living I spent
with the Soviets on the barren, windswept, icebound
wastes of the vast continent of Antarctica.
Antarctica, a continent of some five million square miles
covered with an ice shield seven million cubic miles in
volume, has taken diabolic delight in pitting its hostile
environment against man's aspirations to conquer its
vastness. But it is there, in spite of Antarctica's lack of
cooperation, that men of all nations may move freely,
exchange ideas and hopes and desires, and work to
gether in international scientific investigation.
I had joined the Soviet Union's Thirteenth Antarctic
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Expedition at Dakar, Senegal, in late November, 1967,
to carry out scientific investigations of the geomagnetic
field both of the present and of the ancient past. From
Dakar, we progressed southward aboard the Soviet
oceanographic vessel Professor Viese, one of seven iden
tical ships built in East Germany a year earlier.
Life aboard the Viese dispelled any uncertainty or
anxiety with which I might have approached my assign
ment. My identity as a foreign guest was soon lost, and
I became a fellow worker. In the course of the next six
teen months, I was to have the privilege of sailing on
another Soviet vessel, the Ob, around the Antan.:tic
continent, following much the same path that Captain
Cook took in 1773. I was also privileged to live at three
Soviet Antarctic coastal bases-Mil11Y, Bellingshausen, and
i\IIolodezhnaya.
During this long period, I worked with scientists and
engineers in many disciplines involving geophysics, up
per atmosphere research, and biological and medical in
vestigations. Life and fellowship with these men, as well
as with many construction workers of various trades,
was a tremendous experience.
Both the men and women of the Soviet Expedition
were eager to learn about the United States, its physical
features, its history, and its people. Matching their zeal
I tried to share with them all I knew of our country, and
I am still doing so through correspondence.
of the information about the United
States that I shared with my Soviet colleagues came
from National Geographic Magazine. I took to the Ant
arctic with me some fifty recent issues of the Geographic,
and if that publication's pictures and texts can satisfy
man's hunger for knowledge, I provided the station with a
rich source of food. The Geographic was so popular with
the men that it was listed as one of their first choices
for the free magazine subscriptions the Soviet govern
ment offered to all Soviets wintering in Antarctica. Un
fortunately, word came later from Leningrad that all
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magazine subscriptions reques ted had been approved
except the National Geographic.
The Soviets at our Antarctica station had many Ameri
ca n heroes . Their favorite Presidents were \\Tashington,
Lincoln, amI John F. Kennedy. They seemed to feel
that Lincoln epitomized concern for all mankind, but
Kennedy held an almost equal place in their hearts. Be
ing prepared to meet only a few Soviet citizens rather
than the 500 or more I actually encountered, my supply
of Kennedy half-dollars was soon exhausted. Of all gifts
I could present to the Soviets, these were by far the
most popular.
George vVashington , portrayed as the leader of a revo
lution , seems to b the one American President who has
a place in Soviet history texts for young people. As in
dividuals, the Russians are as interested in the accom
plishments of our astronauts as we are. At the end of the
Apullo 9 flight , a major celebration took place at the
Antarctic station, with many toasts tendered to the brave
astronauts emd their accomplishment.
It was the Apollo fljght that struck a peculiar chord
with me. In the course of a discussion about one facet of
my work, involving the correlation of several of the
earth's natural phenomena and their elfects on the bio
sphere, three physician members of the team asked me
if I was not proud of our as tronauts . For some reason I
disliked the word "proud" and its connotations; I re
plied that I was not "proud," but that I was deeply
humbled by what the as tronauts had done and were do
ing to open new vistas of the universe. A long discus
sion ensued in which all three doctors advised me that
to be proud (gordeetsya) was an important part of their
life!
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accompanied by paradoxes when people of
divergent political philosophies are living and working
together. In late December, I me t the senior scientist of
the Fourteenth Soviet Antarctica Expedition. Dr. Ernst
Krinkle, one of the first four men to spend a winter on
floating ice in the Arctic Sea, is also president of the
Soviet Union's Philatelist Society and a world-renowned
amateur radio operator. As part of our meeting, he labo
riously cancelled many envelopes I had prepared for my
younger son, an amateur stamp canector. H e refused my
suggestion that I should do the work. With deep emo
tion he replied, "But we must suffer for our children."
\"ith his reply I was caught in unforgettable emotion.
The Vietnam \Var was at a high peak of intensity
throughout my stay with the Soviets, and that war was
discussed freely and often in terms of the human misery
it was inflicting on millions. Apparently in complete har
mony with each other, we were nevertheless living
through a most paradoxical situation: at any moment a
bullet made in the Soviet Union could have snulfed out
the life of my eldest son, who was at the time in the thick
of the Vietnam conflict.
IFE CAN BE
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Yet, the Soviets in Antarctica showed only genuine
concern for my son and me. I could not have received
more solicitude from my own countrymen. \\Then the
start of the peace conference in Paris was announced,
th ere was a noticeable relaxation among all of us . My
Soviet friends came to me with happiness in their faces
and seemingly lighter hearts, assuring me that we should
not worry, for the war would be over soon!
My daughter expressed the paradox best, however,
when she wrote, "I don't understand this at all. David is
fighting the communists while Dad is living, cooperating,
and working with them."

T

HE ASS ASS INATIONS OF Robert Kennedy and Martin
Luther King produced among us an atmosphere that
truly reHected the hopelessness of modern civilization. I
was overwhelmed by the tragedies and couldn't even
attempt an explanation. The Soviets quickly assured me
that such senseless and violent crimes could not occur
in the Soviet Union because firearms there werc under
strict control. Imagine their embarrassment several months
later when Radio Moscow brought them the news of an
attempt on the life of one of the Soviet cosmonauts by
an armed assassin I
\Vhile at Soviet stations or on their ships in the Ant
arctica, I had access only to Soviet literature, politi cal
writings, newspaper, and cinema, except for the reading
material I brought with me. I read all the Soviet liter
ature avidly to attempt to lea rn just what Soviet citi
zens were being told about the United States . Soviet
writers do not hesitate to blast our economic views, em
bellish our race problem, and expand on the terrible
state of our cities, but I was constantly amazed at their
antiquated view of our society. My Soviet colleagues con
stantly chided me about my ability to purchase stock in
American companies, where I could "acquire wealth at
the expense of the American working man." They con
demned the American practice of putting money in
banks to earn interes t, apparently with no idea of the
millions of American workers with bank accounts.
The banking discussion came to a sudden end one day,
however, when I was examining the station's signpost.
The sign gave in Russian and in kilometers the distances
to the South Pole, Leningrad, Moscow, and New York.
An additional market confused me, however, for it gave
only a numerical designation and a distance of only a
few kilometers from that of Leningrad. But this last des
ignation was not a town-it was the distance to the near
est bank in Leningrad. What do they do with such
banks? \\Thy, they d eposit money and draw interest.
Shortly after this, Ramo Moscow announced in a
broadcast on the hundredth anniversary of Lenin's dea th
that the incentives of the " 'estern economic system
would be incorporated into the economics of the Soviet
Union. \VeU, the American system cannot be all that
bad after all.
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WITH THE SOVIETS
IN ANTARCTICA

The Soviet research vessel, the ~b, in which Professor Scharon sailed around the Antarctic
continent, following much the same path Captain Cook took in 1773.
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Scharon an d his Soviet colleagues lived for months in this snug donnitory at the Russian
station of 'vrolodezhnaya . The building accommodated fourteen men.

What do the Soviets read about higher education in
the United States? An article in the Soviet magazine
lnternati{)nal Affairs assures its readers that "The univer
sities in the United States have been losing their repu
tations as the breeding ground of the intellectual elite
and the source of liberal thought and are becoming more
and more an appendage of the industrial-financial com
p lex for which they supply skilled labor." The article
concluded "that capitalism has done everything to turn
the intellectuals it trains into obedient servants of bour
geois society."

O

much about World \Var II in Soviet
sources. The Army tlwt Defeated Fascism gives the
official Soviet interpretation of "the historical role of the
Soviet Army, which has upheld the independence of the
country, fighting the enemy single-handed, and paved
the way for the victory of the freedom-loving people
in the second world war. The Soviet Army dealt the
decisive blow at .the armed forces of Hitler Germany,
thereby performing an outstanding feat in the name of
manki nd ." Not one mention is made of the other coun
tries that fought the Nazis or of any of the aid or assistance
giv n Russia by the United States.
\Vhat are the Soviet attitudes toward American youth
toda y? Their writers quote Lenin's observations that stu
dents are receptive to revolutionary ideas and are pre
pared to spark the protest and demand absolute change.
Lenin said that from the Communist vie wpoint the revo
lutionizing of students and their ideological unity means
first "spreading social-democratic ideas among the stu
dents and combatting ideas which, although called So
cialist-Revolutionary, have nothing in common with revo
lutionary socialism, and secondly, endeavoring to broaden
every democratic movement, the academic kind in
cluded and make it more conscious <Jnd determined."
But it's aU quite different when you talk to individual
Russians. "Ve must remember that in their country of
more than 200 million only about twelve million are
Communist party members and only a small minority of
those can be thought of as hard-core communists. The
Soviet people I met did not hesitate to tell me that they
felt closer to the Americans than to any other people In
the world.
My colleagues at the station were extremely given to
asking loaded questions about America. One such ques
tion was, ""Vhat would you do if your daughter wanted
to marry a black man?" My answer was not what they
expected. I replied that race, color, or creed would have
nothing to do with it; all that would matter would be
what kind of a man my daughter was choosing: what
was his potential, his promise, could he be trusted? I
learned later that the same question was put to another
American exchange scientist a few years back and that
the answer was quite different.
NE MAY READ
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The Soviets are quite familiar with the "u gly Ameri
can," both the book and the stereotype. I was always
being asked if I were a millionaire and how many rooms
did I have in my house and how many cars did I own. I
told them that I was a millionaire only in terms of the
things that reany make a man happy: his family, his job,
and his freedom .
"Vherever I was in Antarctica, I made it a point to be
willing always to assist in any job, no matter how menial.
In turn, the Soviets constantly helped me in my work.
They were interested in my problems of rock magnetism
and paleomagnetism and did everything to help me. In
Antarctica, cooperation is natural and essential. If you
fail to help your fellow-workers whenever you can, you
will never get your own work done. This spirit of team
work is the secret of success anywhere--not just in Ant
arctica.
Communication with the Soviets was easy, but it did
have some peculiar problems. The Soviet people in
Antarctica, representative of their nation, included Si
berian Indians, Eskimos, Russians, Uzbekians, Mongols,
Ukranians, and many others. They all spoke Russian,
but in a wild assortment of clialects. Of course, with few
exceptions, most Soviets know some English. To the
Soviets, English is almost an obsession, and I found that
my whole day could be taken up with formal English
lessons if I weren't careful. I would like to think that I
managed to strike a delicate balance between teaching
English and learning Russian.
There was a real feeling of comradeship in Ant
arctica that transcended differences in nationality or
background. Alone at the bottom of the world, we
shared our hopes and desires and trials and tribula
tions, and we came to know each other's families through
exchange of pictures . During one period when I was ex
tremely ill, two young men stood at my bedside inquir
ing about my condition, and I can still remember the
look of genuine concern on their faces. I shall never for
get this human bond, and no matter what the ultimate
outcome ' of our international situation, these men will
always remain close to me.
in Antarctica could drag on intermina
bly, but thc work was fascinating, the surrounding
country was a source of endless interest, and my colleagues
were a fun-loving, humorous, musical group that made
the time fly. They made spirited mental battles of chess
games and drove dominoes onto the playing tables with
loud snaps and boisterous laughter. Just to watch their
hard play was relaxing, as was their singing of folk
music and war songs to the accompaniment of the ac
cordion or the balalaika.
Just as enthusiastic was their participation in sports of
all kinds. During the celebration of their national holiday
on November 7, the Soviets formed two teams to repre
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sent Leningrad and f,·loscow and played a soccer game
as fiercely fought as the real national match back in
Russia. Imagine my role as the lone American serving as
referee and being forced from the first whistle to penal
ize rough players . The climax came in the evening dur
ing the traditional Revolution Day banquet when I was
presented with a book of poems by Lermentov with an
inscription on the flyleaf to a "fair and just American
referee."
';Ye spent most of February on the western end of
King George Island in the Antarctic Peninsula. Here
the Soviets established a new scientific base, Bellings
hausen, named after a famous Russian explorer who
sailed into the Antarctic seas and discovered land in
l817. In one month the station was completed, including
the construction of a diesel-el'e ctric power station, a
small hospital, a radio-restaurant-headquarters building,
a meteorological complex, and laundry and bath facili
ties. The men worked with a minimum of simple tools,
usually just axes and saws. Holes, instead of being drilled
into the foundation logs, were burned through with
heated iron rods. To measure distances, Soviet safety
matches (exactly three centimeters long) substituted for
rulers . I was reminded of President Kennedy's observa
tion that "the Soviets sacrificE' today for :1 better tomor
ro\v."
ME~·IORIES and, yes my heart, hold lllany lasting
impressions of my Soviet friends. The friendship will
last if the freedom expressed in Antarctica is allowed to
continue now that we are at home. I will never forget
my leave-taking: the many firm handshakcs, the prom
ises to write, the genuine Russian hug and kiss.
I'll rcmember especially the Fourth of July celebra
tion the Soviets tendered my country and me, and how
it brought home to me for the first time in, my life the
real significance of that date in 1776. I'll cherish forever
the testimonial the Soviets presented to me that day. It
rea d:
"Though far from your homeland, you display the
courage of a lofty purpose and share with us, as a com
rade but not a guest, all the difficulties of Antarctica. 'Vt'
express Ollr satisfaction that your scientific work at the
station is useful for the study of the planet Earth. ';Ye
hope that you will carry a sincere memory about us as
an example of a creative concord and friendly relation ."
Now that I am home the question has been asked
many times, "\Vould you do it again?" I can answer ycs.
without hesitation. It was an unusual and successful pe
riod of comradeship and scientific cooperation, of un
derstanding and learning. I learned to know the Soviet
people as one of the friendliest in the world and I learned
that, regardless of political systems, it is possible to work
with them and enjoy everyday life together. It is some
thing I wish all citizens of both the United States and
the Soviet Union could experience.
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Signpost at Soviet station gave the distance in Russian and in
kilometers to Leningrad, Moscow, New York-and to their favo rite
Leningrad bank.

Anniver$ary of the October Revolution was the occasion for an
enthusiastic celebration of the Soviet national holiday, including an
impromptu tractor parade.
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THE WAR
AND WHY WE MUST END IT
-Senator J. William Fulbright

J,

I1IS SPEEC H of November 3 Presiclellt 1\'ixon spoke
of th e "right of the people of South Vietnam to de
termine their O\\ln future" as the single American war
aim which is not negotiable. "Let historians not record,"
declared the President, 'that, when America was the
most powerful nation in the world, we passed on the
other side of the road and allowed the last hopes for
peace and fre edom of millions of people to be suffocated
b y the forc es of totalitarianism."
The President's words are a reasonable expre sian of
the official theory behind our war in Vietnam . Like
many theories, however, it does not tell us much about
th e practicc. To remedy that omission a few additional
quotes are necessary- such as the following:
"They just marched through shooting everybody.
Seems like no one said anything-they just started pulling
people out and shooting them. They had them in a group
standing ovcr a ditch-just like a Nazi-type thing ." These
words are an eye-witness' description of the alleged mas
sacre at Song lvly.
I recall to you also the now famous words of an Amer
ican major afte r the Tet offcnsive in 1968 : " \Ve had to
destror Ben Tre in order to save it." This statement
comes as close as any I have heard to summing up the
theor y and practice of America's war in Vietnam. It may
stand some oay as Vietnam's epitaph.
American intervention in Vietnam never has been
rationalized primarily in terms of indigenous Vietnamese
considerations. It was saio-and is still said-to be an
exemplary war-an object lesson for the make rs of "wars
of national liberation," and a war designed to inspire
worldwide confidence in America through a clemonstra

tion of fealty to our presumed cummitments. For these
great purposes it has been judged necessary to make use
of the Vietnamese people--{)r at any rate the "silent ma
jority" of the Vietnamese people-as pawns-luckless ex
pendables in a test of America's will.
t."Ir. Nixon has long subscribed to this theory of an
exemplary war. Early in his campaign for the Presideney
he made reference to Vietnam as "the cork in the bottle
of Chinese expansion in Asia." In the spring of 1968 he
asserted that the war was "not for the freedom and inde
pendence of South Vietnam alone, but to make possible
the conditions of a wider and durable peace . .. . " And
in his speech on November 3 the President predicted
that American withdrawal from Vietnam-our "defeat
and humiliation," as he chose to put it-"would spark
violence wherever our commitments help maintain the
peace-in the :\1iddle East, in Berlin, eventually even in
the western hemisphere."
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analogy of Munich, the idea took firm
hold during the Johnson administration that, by
Rghting a relatively small war in Vietnam now, we were
sp:lring ourselves a much greater war-or a whole series
of wars-later on. This notion has b een reaffirmed by
President Kixon. Again speaking on November 3 of the
consequences of "precipitate" American withdrawal from
Vietnam, the President laid it down as a Bat prediction
that "ultimately, this would cost more lives. It would
not bring peace. It would bring more war."
'Vith due respect for the President's strong conviction,
I submit that the theory of the exemplary war-a war
to end "wars of national liberation"-is tmsound.
OOTED I N THE

Analogies are dangerous devices, gIvmg people who
take them very seriously an erroneous conception of
their ability to read the future. Drawn upon in this way,
the past is far more likely to deceive than to enlighten .
History, as any good historian will tell us, does not really
rcpeat itself in the sense of a pattern of events unfolding
in one set of circumstances in exactly the same way that
they did in seemingly similar circumstances in the past.
All that history can ever provide is a general insight
into the broad tendencies of political behavior and a
certain sense of what is and is not possib le in human af
fairs. History can endow us with wisdom but never pre
science, because nothing is foreordained . There may, for
example, be certain similarities between Hitler's design
for conquest and Mao Tse-tung's concept of wars of
liberation, but whatever element of truth there may be
in the analogy, there is a larger element of untruth. For
one thing,. Hitler acted on his plan, while Communist
China is neither participating in the Vietnamese war
with her own troops nor otherwise engaged in military
activities anywhere outside of her own borders. This
as a significant flaw in the Mao-Hitler analogy.
Expanding on the exe mplary war thesis, President
Nixon expressed the opinion on November 3 that calling
off our war in Vietnam "would result in a collapse of
confidence in American leadership not only in Asia but
throughout the world." The President's own chief for
eign policy adviser, Mr. Kissinger, effectively challenged
this proposition in an article written shortly before he
went to work in the "Vhite House. "\Vhatever the out
come of the war in Vietnam," he wrote, "it is clear that
it has greatly diminished American willingness to be

"... the Chinese challenge in south Asia is more
political and cultural than military .. . a strong
independent communist regime is a more effective
barrier to Chinese power than a weak non-commu
nist regim e . .."

come involved in this form of warfare elsewhere. Its
utility as a precedent has therefore been importantly
undermined."
\Vedded as they have been to the idea of Chinese
communism as a conspiracy for the conquest of Asia if
not of the world, our policy-makers have been more than
resourceful in disposing of facts that do not fit the
cherished preconception. Conceding in principle that the
world communist movement is divided, and that North
Vie tnam is not merely a pawn of China, our policy
makers nonetheless invoke these very specters in their
efforts to justify oUl' involvement in Vietnam.
Mr. Rusk used to warn of a "world cut in two by
Asian communism." The President's speech of Aovember

3 was suffused with associations of this kind, including a
reference to "those great powers who have not yet
abandoned their goals of world conquest." For whatever
their reasons-conviction, pride, or dogmatic anticommu
nism-our policy makers have never been willing to
recognize the Vietnamese conflict for that which virtual
ly every expert and seasoned observer has long recog
nized it to be: a civil conflict in which communi~m is
and always has been secondary to the drive for national
independence.
As the former Secretary of the Air Force, },'Ir. Town
send Hoopes, put it in his excellent memoir on the re
versal of the Johnson escalation policy:
"What really drove Ho's sacrificial legions was not the
dream of world conquest, nor even the notion of generat
ing a new momentum for Communist advance and tri
umph throughout Asia . \Vhat motivated Hanoi and en
abled its leadership to hold nineteen million primitive
people to endless struggle and sacrifice agaimt odds that
were statistically ludicrous was the goal of national in
dependence ."
Once it is clear that the war in Vietnam is neither a
valid global testing of the liberation-war doctrine nor a
proxy war in a grand Chinese strategy for the conquest
of Asia, it follows inescapably that the United Sta tes has
been fighting a war without need or justification-a war
based on demonstrably false premises.
My own premise of course is that our legitimate interest
in southeast Asia is not ideological but strategic, having
to do not with the elimination of the Vietcong or of any
other indigenous communist movement but with the dis
couragement of overt Chinese military expansion.
The prevalen t view among southeast Asian specialists
outside of government is that the Chinese challenge in
south Asia is more political and cultural than military,
that a strong independent Communist regime is a more
effective barrier to Chinese power than a weak non
Communist regime, that the Hanoi government is na
tionalist and independent, and that, accordingly, once
peace is restored-if ever it is-North Vietnam will serve
as a barrier rather than as an ave nue to Chinese expan
sion.
On thc basis of their grudging, minimal contributions
to the fighting in Vietnam it would appear that our
Asian and Pacific allies either do not take the ostensible
threat to their own security very seriously or are content
to have the United States do their fighting for them. Of
our nominal allies Thailand is the closest geographically
to Vietnam; it is challenged by a minor communist in
surgency within its own borders and its leaders have
been effusiv e in their enthusiasm for the American in
volveme nt in Vietnam . Nonetheless, we have paid the
Thais an enormous sum in military equipment and fi
nancial support, including salary bonuses and PX privi
leges for their soldiers, to get them to send a force to
Vietnam which at its maximum reached twelve thou
sand men.

SENATOR FULBRIGHT

South Korea has provided 48,500 tough, effective com
bat soldiers, with the United States paying for every
thing above the base pay of the troops: premium pay
for combat, food and shelter, logistic support-and gen
erous additional support for the Republic of Korea's
home anny.
The Philippines, after haggling and entreaties, sent a
noncombatant engineer battalion of about two thousand
men to South Vietnam in 1967, for which the United
States gratefully agreed to bear all costs in addition to
maintaining military assistance to the Filipino home force.
President Marcos recently announced his intention of

"... deep in the soul of the most high-minded stu
dent activist are some of the same fears and long
ings that lurk within the soul of the most ravenous,
bloodsucking, imperialist warmonger."

withdrawing the Filipino battalion from Vietnam.
Australia, which raised an army of 682,000 in the Sec
ond \~lorld \Var. has, at its own expense, provided a token
force of 7,600 men for Vietnam; more, quite obviously,
as an invesbnent in Washington's gratitude than as a
serious contribution to the war. New Zealand, which had
raised an army of 157,000 men in 'World War II, provid
ed what Townsend Hoopes describes as the "astonish
ingly token contribution of 450 men"; it has since been
increased to 550 men. Both Australia and New Zealand
have been rewarded with lavish praise and gratitude
from the United States.
Gratitude for what? For making a tiny contribution to
what they themselves consider their own defense? For
patting America on the back at a time when most of the
world was pelting us with epithets? How has the United
States, the greatest and strongest nation on the facc of
the earth, been reduced to such pitiable gratitude for
such small favors? The answer, it appears, is yes, and the
reason, according to our policy-makers, is that the United
States has global responsibilities which compel us to bear
burdens which no one else will bear.
Then the familiar image is invoked: of America, the
martyred giant, manning the ramparts of freedom, l1U
moring the recalcitrance and enduring the insults of those
who are free from the "discipline of power," bearing
without complaint the unfair burdens which destiny has
thrust upon us. Diplomats have described this role as the
"responsibility of power"; others have called it imperial
ism.
I call it nonsense. Power is a narcotic, a potent intoxi
cant, ane! America has been on a "trip." Wc soared for a
while, gladly dispensing goods ancl services for the trib
ute which nourished our vanity. Then our unpilotecd
space ship came down in the swarnps of Vietnam, and

suddenly, instead of soaring, we found ourselves slogging
in mud. The contrast could not have been greater and it
has shocked and confused us. We must hope that it will
also have sobered us, and that we will be able to find
our way out of the swamp, not, let us hope, to take
Bight again, but just to get back on our feet, which is the
posture that nature intended for us.
To get back on our feet we wiII have to shake off the
lingering effects of the narcotic of power. For a start we
might stop the prideful nonsense about "defeat" and
"humiliation." Liquidating a mistake is neither a defeat
nor a humiliation; it is a rational and mature way of ac
commodating to reality, and the ability to do it is some
thing to be proud of.
When President Johnson used to declare that he would
not be the first American President to lose a war, and
when President Nixon warns, as he did on November 3,
against "this first defeat in American history," they are
not talking about the national interest but about the na
tional ego and their own standings in history.
As to their own personal roles, both the incumbent
President and his predecessor seem to have subscribed to
an essentially military view of history's judgment. "His
tory," as they have invoked it, is a kind of divine magis
trate, lavish in its praise of victors and scornful of all
losers. To some extent that is probably true-witness the
glorifications of despots like Caesar and Napoleon-but
if it is true, all it shows is that historians, like laymen,
employ some primitivc standards in judging their fellow
men.
Everybody knows that we could "win" in Vietnam;
we could wipe that poor country and every living thing
within it off the face of the map. What would "history"
have to say about that?
The stakes of the war in Vietnam lwve been debated,
without resolution, for five years. In recent weeks we
have learned something about the way the \\)ar is being
fought. What emerges from the atrocities, from the de
struction of whole villages by artillery and B-52 raids,
and from the indiscriminate killing of the "free fire" zones
is the picture of a war whosc means have consumed its
ends. As the major said of Ben Tre, we are having to
destroy Vietnam in order to save it.
A whole new set of questions now arises. Even if all
of the r:ationalizations for this war were valid-even if it
were containing China, preventing future "wars of na
tional liberation," and upholding the principle of self
determination-would we have the right to do what we
are doing to the people of Vietnam, and to ourselves in
the process?
I am not advocating an exercise in national flagella
tion. Quite a number of people-I among them-suggest
cd the need for a national effort at critical self-evalua
tion after the murder of President Kenneely. It seemed
appropriate at the time but nothing came of it. We did
not look into ourselves and, instead of the cathartic rec
onciliation that we hoped might come of the shock we

had experienced, there has occurred over the last six
years a rising tide of both personal and political viole nce
in American society.
Arousing as it does our natmal defenses, guilt is simply
not very useful as a means of eliciting serious inh"o
spection. The people who are most willing to feel guilty
are usually blameless humanitarians; perhaps, for some
reason, guilt has a certain attraction for them. The rest
of us are usually satisfied to ra tionalize, improvising
wha tever arguments are necessary for self-justification.
If we really want to understand the meaning of the
Song My massacre and all the other acts of indiscrimi
nate killing in Vietnam, we are not going to do it by de
claring a national day of atonement. That might satisfy
other needs but it is not likely to result in the acquisition
of accurate and useful information about ourselves.
That can only come from an appreciation-as guiltless
an appreciation as possible-of the common human sus
ceptibilities with which everyon e of us-old and young,
communist and noncommunist-is endowed by the sim
ple virtue of being human.
I have hacl the impression of a certain Puritanical
shilEness on the. part of many young p eople, a certain
reluctance to face the likelihood that deep in the soul of
the most high-minded student activist are some of the
same fears and longings that lurk Within the soul of the
most ravenous, bloodsucking, imperialist warmonger.
Thc really important and useful thing to know about
Song My is not the unspeakable things (-hat certain GI's
did but the unspeakable things that most human b 2ings
are capable of doing in extremz circumstances. The
American soldiers who wiped out the civilian popula
tion of that Vie hlamese village w er e not monsters but
ordinary young men acting under thc pressures of in
tense fear and anger.
These a U'ocities in Vietnam, committed b y Americans ,
must be taken as a warning and a symbol of what can
ha ppen to a whole society. \Ve are, I believe, far short
of the state of moral diSintegration that Germany reached
in the 1940's, and I am all but certain that we will not
descend into that abyss. It is not, however, utterly and
eternally out of the question.
I would not want the perpetrators of the Song My
massac re let off. On the contrary, I want them tried
and , if guilty, punished-not for re tribution but for de
terrence, not beca use they are different from the rest of
us but because they are so much like the rest of us, be
cause what they have done almost any of us could have
done.
President N ixon said one thing in his r ecent speech
with which I agree. He said that "North Vietnam cannot
defeat or humiliate the United Sta tes. Only Americans
can do that." In my opinion we have already done it, but
I also think we can undo it-not with glory, because
there is no glory in a charnel house, and not with "honor"
in the sense in which soldiers use tha t term. But we can
do it with dignity and we can do it with self-respect

the self-resp ect of human beings who have learned some
thing about their own humanity and its terrible fallibil
ities. The question of course is how.
The Administration has a plan-so they tell us-for
gctting out of Vietnam. They won't tell us exactly what
it is, or exactly how it will work, or when it will be ac
complished, but they insist that they have a plan. Th ey
call it "Vietnamization."

"Lacking either a reliable army or the support of
their own people, the Saigon generals have only
one sale basis of power: their veto over Arnerican
war policy. If they had anything like the same in
fluence in Vietnam that they have had in Wash
ington, Thieu and Ky would have beaten the Viet
cong long ago."

As defined in the President's speech of November :3,
"Vietnamization" mcans that American forces will be
withdrawn gradually while the Saigon army is built up to
take over a greatcr share of the war. How far this process
will go remains unspecified.
Since it is all but inconceivable that the shaky Saigon
army call hope to win the victory which half a million
Americans and the Saigon army besides h ave been un
able to win, it would appear that the best possible pros
pect for Vietnamization-"best," that is, for Thieu and
Ky and for the i'\ixon administration's prestige-is a con
tinlling war of stalemate and attrition, with a reduced
number of Americans reverting to their pre-1965 "ad
visory" role in a semi-permanent war of counterinsur
gency.
For the Vie tnamese people this of course would mean
continuing terror and death for the indefinite future.
That is the price which it is proposed to exact from them
so that the Americans can withdraw with what their
leaders conceive of as "honor."
The crucial issue of the war is the character of the
government which rules in Saigon. As long as American
policy is committed to survival of the Thieu-Ky regime
or one very much like it, "Vietnamiza tion" will remain a
euphemism for victory.
The weakness of the polky of "Vietnamization" is the
weakness of the South Vietnamese government itself.
I ts claim to legitimacy is based on rigged elections and
on an American-sponsored rather than an authentic
Vietnamese constihltion, which specifically bars all Com
munists from participa ting in the government. The elec
toral law barred "neutralists" as well as communists
from running for office in the supposedly free elec tion
of 1967.
In his speech of November 3, President Nixon said
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that "we really have only two choices open to us if we
want to end this war" : either "precipitate" withdrawal
or, failing acceptance of our terms in the Paris peace
talks, Vietnamization. The President, I think, is mistaken.
There is a third and better option than either of these:
the negotiation of arrangements for a new interim gov
ernment in South Vietnam for elections conducted by
the interim coalition regime with or without international
supervision, and for complete American withdrawal.
The obstacle to such a negotiation is our continuing at
tachment to the Thieu-Ky government. If we could
bring ourselves to deprive Saigon of its veto on Ameri
can policy-as we could do without impairing either Qur
own vital interests or, I daresay, the best interests of the
South Vietnamese people-there would be no need either
for the "precipitate" withdrawal which the President
likes to talk about or for the condemnation of the Viet
namese people to prolong war, which is the true meaning
of "Vietnamization."
There is good reason to believe that, in return for our
agreement to an interim coalition government and to
ultimate total American withdrawal from Vietnam, the
Vietcong and the North Vietnamese would be willing
to make significant concessions. They have already indi
cated that they would not expect total American with
drawal prior to substantive negotiations but only a com
mitment to a definite schedule for withdrawal. They
have also indicated that a transitional government need
not necessarily include members of the National Libera
tion Front.
In addition, the North Vietnamese government is on
record as being willing to accept a neutralist, indepen
dent South Vietnam which they would not seek forcibly
to reunite with North Vietnam. It should also be possi
ble, in such a negotiation. to make arrangements for a
general amnesty on both sides and for prevention of the
"blood bath" which the Administration confidently pre
dicts should the Vietcong ever gain power in South Viet
nam.
To get these negotiations going, two things are required
of thc United States: our willingness to require Thieu
and Ky to take their chances along with the other fac
tions in South Vietnamese politics and our willingness to
commit ourselves to a phased but total American mili
tary withdrawal from Vietnam.
\Ve do not have to force such a settlement on the
South Vietnamese government. \Ve need only put them
on notice that these terms have become our war aims,
that we hope they will join us in negotiating their
realization, but that, if they are not, we shall nonetheless
negotiate the conditions of American withdrawal, while
they, in turn, will be at liberty to continue the war on
theil' own, to negotiate for new alliances, or to come to
their own terms with the Vietcong.
If we did withdraw and the Army of the Republic of
Vietnam, with its one million well-equipped soldiers,
could then be inspired to defend the Saigon government,

it would survive. If it could not be so inspired, then the
South Vietnamese government would not survive. But
we have done enough, having fought their war for over
four years at the cost of over forty thousand American
lives thus far.
As long as the Nixon administration adheres to its
present position that it will "discuss" but not "negotiate"
a settlement without Saigon's approval, thereby giving
Saigon a veto on our policy, Mr. Thieu will have every
incentive for continued adherence to his present uncom
promising stance.
Lacking either a reliable army or the support of their
own people, the Saigon generals have only one solid
base of power: their veto over American war policy. If
they had anything like the same influence in Vietnam
that they have had in \Vashington, Thieu and Ky would
have beaten the Vietcong long ago. The critical ques
tion thcrefore remains: Are we going to allow Saigon to
continue to exercise this veto or are we going to give
them the simple choice of joining us in making a com
promise peace or continuing the war on their own?
Our basic asset, which neither the Johnson nor the
Nixon administration has been willing to acknowledge, is
that this war is not now and never has been essential to
our interests, essential, that is, to the freedom and safety
of the American people. The exact terms of peace do
not, therefore, matter very much from the standpoint of
American interests, but the early restoration of peace
matters enormously, because every day that this war
goes on the sickness of American society worsens.
Looking back on the history of Vietnam since \Vorld
"Var II , if we had not intervened in any way either to

"Our legitimate interest in southeast Asia is not
ideological but strategic, having to do not with the
elimination of the Vietcong or of any other in
digenous communist movement bllt with the dis
couragement of overt Chinese military expansion."

support the French or to create the Diem Government,
the nationalists would probably have achieved thc in
dependence of a unified Vietnam. It would have been
achieved under the only authentic nationalist leader in
modern Vietnamese history, Ho Chi Minh, and we
would probably be today on as good terms with a uni
fied Vietnam as we are with Yugoslavia.
After all this killing and destruction, and unless we re
main in permanent occupation of Vietnam, the eventual
outcome will probably be the same that it would have
been if Americans had never gone to Vieh1am. Our
leaders may then suffer a loss of prestige, but our country
will have recovered its serf-respect.

Irving .Vlalnik, AB 50, JD 52, has built
a collec tion of wen over I :SOO hours of
old raclio shows on transc ripti on reco rds
and tapes taken from thc radio program s.

Three giants of the Golden Age of Radio: Edgar Bergen, Charlie IvlcCarthy, and
threatening mayhem with th . S,1 \ , the one and only 'V. C. Fields.

By IR V LITVAG, AB 50

Diret/or of 5pecitd Events

IRV MALNIK, TRACER OF LOST BROADCASTS

Ltm a graduate of the Class of 1950 find happiness

wid) 1500 hours of old radio programs?
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each Sunday with you ..
"Henryyy! Henry Aldrich!"
"\Vanna buy a duck?"
"'And now, .Mr. and j"lrs. North America and all the
ships at sea-let's go to press!"
These and many others were the splendrollS voices of
big-time radio broadcasting. For millions of Americans,
they formed a vast chorale of adventure, music, comedy,
drama. They brought all the glamour al1l1 glory of Holly
wood and New York into everybody's parlor and living
room. But the times have changed amI so, drastically, has
radio.
Those old fri ends who faithfully visited our homes to
en tertain us-Ma Perkins, Baby Snooks, Fibber McGee.
Dr. Christian, Captain Midnight, and all their talented
cohorts-are long dea d and vanished, the hit-and-run vic
tims of television. The great radio shows of the past be
long only to memory. Many of the star performers have
died, others are retired.
I recently discovered, however, that hauntillg echoes
of radio's fabulous era of the] 920\, .30's and 40's still can
be heard.
Last spring, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch published an
article of mine called "The Gold en Age of St. Louis
Radio." It was a reminiscence of some of the leading
personalities ::lnd programs of local broadcasting during
thme years when radio was king.
A phone call in resp onse to that article not only re
united me with an old friend whom 1 had seldom seen in
recent yea rs, but also introduced me to one of the coun
try's most unusual and outstanding collections of old radio
programs.
The phone call was from Irving Malnik, A.B. '50, LL.B.
(J.D.) '52, a classmate of mine at Vlashington University
in the late 1940's and for one stcamy summer a fellow
ush er at th e St. Louis Municipal Opera.
J" lalnik, now a St. Louis attorney, said some kind
words about my article, rem inisced briefly about our stu
dent days on the Hilltop, and th en told me-almost as an
LO\.' E TO SP EN D

afterthough t-that he had become a collector of old radio
programs on tape and discs.
] had never heard of such a hobby. In fad, I wasn't
awa re that the great old programs of radio had heen
preserved through recording, since virtually all such pro
grams were broadcast "live" and audio tape didn't come
into general usc until the 1940's.
.\lalnik assured me that many of t11cm had indeed
been savcd and that he had developed quite an exten
sive collection. His collection has no p,uticular monetary
valuc, he said , but perhaps it would be of interest to a
fan of old radio like me. 1 certainly was interested, al
though perbaps a bit skeptical about the scope of his col··
lection.
1 h appened to think of a program I had especially
liked, a relatively obscure series that offered some of the
most imaginative dramatic writing e ver heard OIl radio .
This, I figured , \-vould provide a good test.
"Do you," I asked, "possibly have any shows from an
old series called 'Quiet, Please' that was written by a
genius nam ed \Vyllis Cooper?"
.
"Sure," ~"lalnik replied , matter-of-fac tly. '"I have two
or three of them."
This I had to hea r, because th at eerie, poetic pro
gram, off t11 e ai r for many years, presumably had been
lost forever. So I arranged to visit Malnik at his St. Louis
County home and inspect his collection.
1 came away convinced that lV1alnik's residence is not
really just a house; it is actually Valhalla for all lovers
of olel-time radio. For there, neatly stacked on shelves ,
are virtually all the disembodied voices of radio's golden
age .

G

Stella Dallas will weep again, the
Inn er Sanctum's door squeaks as chillingly as ever,
and Eddie Can tor renews his jousts with The Mad Ru s
sian.
Malnik's collection, I discovercd , is easily the largest
in this area and one of th e biggest in the country. On
tapes and electrical transcriptions ( the sixteen-inch discs
lY E:\" T ill': C H.-\ l\'CE,
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"Wanna buy a duck?" was the
trademark of comic Joe Penner, one of
the big radio stars of the early thirties.

made for radio broadcast) he has more than 1500 hours
of old radio programs. (Actually the figure may be closer
to 2000 hours by now; Malnik admits that he has fallen
behind in cataloguing his collection.)
The hobby of collecting olel radio shows is a relatively
new one, although it seems to be spreading with the
speed of a flu epidemic. Malnik's eight-year-old collec
tion is a mature one, compared to most similar collections.
medium-sized man with thick
graying hair, told me that, as a youngster, he had
listened to radio programs with interest, but not obses
sively.
In his teens, he bought a short-wave radio and often
searched the dial for English-language broadcasts from
other countries. Tennis was his consuming interest-he
played in many local tournaments-and radio was just a
pleasant diversion.
In 1961 , however, :vlalnik was glancing through a mag
azine called Tape Recordillg when he noticed a letter to
the editor by a radio announcer named George Jennings.
A fan of old-time radio, Jennings had started to collect
recordings of old network shows and he urged readers of
the magazine to seek out such recordings in places like
radio station basements to prevent them from being lost
forever.
"This came as a complete surprise to me," Malnik re
members. "I never had imagined that programs like that
might still be available. I figured it would be interesting
to hear some of them again."
He wrote to Jennings and inquired how one could get
such tapes. Jennings responded by making a copy of his
tape of "Good News of 1940" starring Fannie Brice and
Frank Morgan and sending it to the St. Louisan. Later
Jennings sent him tapes of Fred Allen and Dick Powell
programs and the Lux Radio Theater.
"That was all it took," Malnik laughs. "I caught the
fever. At first 1 had just been curious; I had no intention
of starting a collection. But I found that I got quite a
kick out of acquiring something unusual and sort of rare,
like old radio shows.
"Also, these old programs have great nostalgic meaning

M
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for me; they can bring back something I had thought was
gone forever. And, let's face it, these old shows are amaz
ingly entertaining. That's why they were so successful. I
get real pleasure out of hearing them again."
Jennings generously continued to send tapes to Malnik
and also supplied him with names of the few others who
were starting such collections. Malnik began trading with
them and with others who began entering the field. Trad
ing involves an even-up exchange of tapes, hour for
hour.
Most of the collectors got started by scrounging around
for a few programs, perhaps rummaging through the dis
card pile at their local radio stations, then building their
collections by trading with others. The inevitable com
mercialism has recently crept in and some people now
are offering tapes for sale.
Virtually all the collectors are radio buffs with no pro
fessional interest in broadcasting. A few performers. how
ever, have gotten the bug. One of the best collections is
owned by country-western singer Johnny Tillotson.
The earliest program in Malnik's collection is one from
1929 called "Sam and Henry." It featured Freeman
Gosden and Charles Correll, who later created one of
radio's longest-running programs, "Amos 'n Andy." Mal
nik has a recording of the ten-thousandth broadcast of
"Amos 'n Andy."

T-

items in the collection come from the
early 1960's when the last few network dramas fought
a rear-guard battle against final extinction-shows like
"Johnny Dollar" and "Gunsmoke." (The original Matt
Dillon, by the way, was not James Arness, it was 'Vil!iam
Conrad, a burly-voiced radio actor who morc rccently
has been directing films.)
From the years in between, Malnik has hundreds on
hundreds of recorded dramas, mystery programs, variety
and comedy shows, soap operas, and children's programs.
"I go after the shows that interest me the most," he
pointed out. "I try to collect a sample of every type of
radio show, a little of everything, but I don't have much
interest in soap operas, for example. I could have many
more hours of 'Pepper Young's Family' and 'Life Can
HE MOST RECENT
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With nobody watching but the studio technicians, the actors emoted just as dramatically
for the blind microphone as they do today for the television camera. This is a scene from
"Sam Spade Detective," starring Howard Duff.

IRV MALNIK, TRACER OF
LOST BROADCASTS

Perhaps the greatest stars of the old radio days were Jack Benny (left) and Fred Allen.
Their famous "feud" provided countl ess hours of hilarious material for both comedia n '.

A youthFul Frank Sinatra joins in song
with Jane PoweJl in a n early
broadcas t, long before the SinatrJ
cra ze set in .

Be Beautiful,' but 1 don't care to. My greatest iuterest is
mystery and drama, then comedy and variety."
We stopped talking and listened to some of the old
shows. I hem'd again thf' sonorOllS tones of narrator Ernest
Chappell on "Qu iet, Please," the bucolic pleasantries of
Lum and Abner, and the daredevil exploits of Jack Arm
strong, the All-American Boy.
Joe Penner cavorted again in a 1937 show, Fibber
McGee commiserated with Mr. Wimple, and The Shad
ow triumphed over evil in slIch typical episodes as "Man
sion of ,M adness," "The Inventor of Death," and "Horror
in Wax." We topped It off with a blessedly brief sample
of 1932's "Mary and Jerry, Sweethearts of Radio."

A
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in which collectors compe te, there
are some items that are comparatively rare. These
include recordings of "The Thin Man," "The Fat Man,"
"Little Orphan Annie," AI Pearce, the early Dean Martill
Jerry L ewis radio shows, and Orson \Velles' Mercury
Theater. The rarcst show of all seems to be "Don \Vinslow
of the Na vy." Malnik doesn't know of any l'ollector with
that onc.
?"Ialnik listens to the progrnms on three Ampex tape
machines hooked up to two giant hi-fi speakers in the
basement of his home. His filing system involves putting
an hour of programming on each reel of tape and n.um
bering and cataloguing the reels. To play the elech'ical
transcriptions, he bought a Collins turntable of the type
used by radio stations.
The audio quality of the old programs varies consid
erably and most collectors apply a rating, ranging from
excellent to poor, to each of their shows.
"At 6rst I would take anything," Malnik says, "just to
build my collection, but now I've become pretty finicky
and will only take recordings of good quality. Some col
lectors will try to trade you stuff that is barely audible."
Recognizable in mallY of the old dramatic programs
are the familiar voices of actors, once anon.ymous as radio
actors tended to be, but later big stars in television and
movies.
Among the voices on Malnik's tapes are those of Tony
Randall, Frank Lovejoy, Art Carney, Ed Begley, Jeff
WITH Al'."Y Fll::LD

Chandler, Mercedes ~'1cCambridge , Agnes Moorhead,
and T V quizmaster Bud Collyer, radio's original Super
man .
Randall played the part of Reggie in another of radio's
most popular and longest-running shows, "I Love a Mys
tery," It was created and written by a on e-man a5semblv
line named Carlton E. ~10rse, who also wrote the much
loved "One Man's Family" and numerous other dramatic
and mystery programs. rvlalnik has a fairly comple te col
lection of Morse-written programs, thanks to two Cali
fornia collectors who traded them to him .
Malnik admi ts tha t his wife and their young son and
daughter don 't share his fa scination with the old radio
programs.
"I guess they're of the TV generation," he says in
gentle reproof. "Actually, I find that most people who re
member radio well enjoy talking and reminiscing about it,
prob<lbly even more than actually re-hearing the old
programs."
At th at point, I decided to apply one 6nal test to hL
collection.
"There was a particularly good science fic tion drama
that 1 would really like to hear again," I said. "It wa s
called 'Mars Is Heaven' and was written by Hay Brad
bury, the noted science fiction writer. It was just one
half-bour episode in a series of science fiction shows. I
can't even recall the name of the series. You wouldn't
happen to have that particular program, would you?"
"Sure," !vlalnik answered calmly. ''I've got both ver
sions of it-one from the ABC Radio vVorkshop and on e
from NBC's 'Dimension X' series. \>\Thich one would you
like to hear?"

W

ITH THAT, the last of my skepticism vanished and I
just settled back and lost myself in a blissful audio
procession of "Lights Out," AI Jolson, the CBS Radio
\Vorkshop, "The Lone Ranger," "Chick Carter- Boy De
tective," and on and on and on. The time barrier had been
broken.
Now that I'm regressing like this, 1 may even contact
a Brooklyn man who sells the Junior G-Man badge of
fered to listeners of the Dick Tracy radio program in
1936.
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El)efY year, scientists and other scholars tra'veL around

the world attending international conferences in
dozens of fields. Physicist Mike Priedlander, who
attended the International Cosmic Ray Coni rence in
Budapest this past stlrmner, asks if these tri PJ are reaL!y
necessary, and explains why he thinks they are.

Friedland er meets Friedlander : 'vVashington University's Michael 'vV, Friedlander and
Erwin M, Friedlander of the Rumanian Institute of Atomic Physics in a Budapest sq uare.

By MICHAEL \VI. FRIEDLANDER
Pl'OfeSJol' of Phpics

,IS THIS TRIP NECESSARY? ·

international. Most scientists like to
talk with colleagues over a glass of wine in a cafe faT
from their laboratories-the fartheT the b e tter, perhaps.
The number of international scientific and acadcmic
meetings has increased rapidly over thc past twcnty
years, and no longer is attendance confined to the gray
bearded elite. International conferences have become a
part of the way of life for many scientists of all ages.
While one may keep informed of progress abroad by
reading journals, the personal contacts and friendships
which come from conferences can b e made and strength
ened in almost no other way.
These are some of the impressions which come to
mind as I look back on the International Cosmic Ray
Confcre.nce I attended in Budapes t this past summer,
along with two other delcgates from Washington Uni
vcrsity's Physics Department-Joseph Klarmann and Mar
tin Israel. The role which scientific meetings play (apart
from taking faculty to exotic places) is not generally un
derstood and, perhaps, is worth a review.
How does the scientific community distribute its in
formation? The prime means of recording data and anal
yses, theories and predictions, corrections and retractions
( rare) is in tile professional journals. Thcsc are pub
lished by scientific societies (such as tbe Am erican Phys
ical Society), or commercial publishers, or universities.
They may appear weekly, biweekly, monthly, or less fre
quently, but most have the common requirements that
what they publish shall be new and shall have been re
vicwed by experts in the field, to try to guard against
carcless analysis or faulty inferences.
For most journals, the delays inherent in reviewing
and publication mean that it will probably take several
months between the time an article is submitted and its
final appearance in print. To get around this delay, an
extensive mailing of "prcprints" has grown up, in which
a scientist sends to his colleagues, who are working on
similar problems, an informal copy of his manuscript at
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the same time that he submits it to a journal. This is
clearly a Icss formal means of communication and it has
grown to include items which may never be submitted
for publication, but which might still be of use or interest
to otbers.
The next logical step along the direction toward more
informal contact is personal correspondence-a practice
that is probably rare these days with the usual academic
pressures of lectures, committees, grant proposals and re
ports, and student demonstrations.
But all of these methods still rely on the written word
- invaluable for rcpeated reading in detail, but no sub
stihlte for p ersonal contacts. These can be supplied by
scientific mee tings. To hear a man describe his own work
is to add a unique dimension to one's picture of him.
Some scientists are showmen, some mumble, one famous
man uses his hands and expressions like an Indian danc
er, his afFability and elegance increasing as th~ quantita
tive context of his talk decreases. Others are concise,
evcn terse, but penetrating. After attending a conference
and meeting a scientist, one cannot again read a paper
in a journal without adding one's personal estimatc of
the author. It is tb e compound oJ these impressions which
leads to a very subjective evaluation of another scientist
as being absolutely reliable or given to wild and undoc
umented flights of wishful analysis.

O

the picture is supplied by the formal con
ference sessions in which results and calculations are
presented . The other side is gained less formally-in the
corridors between sessions, over coffee, or in the eve
nings as one strolls around an unfamiliar city. In these
ways, one renews friendships from the last conference
and extends them . It is during these casual talks that
another scientific aspect emerges. The formal sessions are
devoted to descriptions of work fully or nearly com
pleted, but the experiments in progr e ~s or being planned
are just as important. Here one can argue about the best
NE SIDE OF
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Dr. Joseph Klarmann of \Vashington University's Physics
Departmen t delivers a paper at the Int ernational Cosmic Ray
Co nfer(' n('~ in Budapest.

method of discriminating among various kinds of particles
or measuring their speeds, or which plastic or alloy or
transistor is best for which job; which statistical analysis is
roost appropriate for a given collection of data.
Perhaps one may be sufficiently impressed by n sci
entist and an experimen t of his to b e dissuaded from
continuing with one's own program that might have been
very similar; it has become d ear that he is doing it be tte r
and is well ahead . Alternatively, you may feel that some
com pletely fresh approach is needed to check an impor
tant quantity and may thus be encouraged to proceed.
\Ve have had both kinds of reactions, and the information
which triggered them could not have b een obtained just
from reading the published materiak
Informal gossip does not travel ,",vell. \Vhen we re
turn, we may give seminars on the IllOSt important news
we have heard, but often the many smaller items may
be just as import'1I1t. Inventiveness in science usuallv
comes from th e youngest, and for the continued progres's
of science, we must he sure that attendance at these
meetings and in the informal discussions that accompany
them must not be restricted to the Nobel laureates and
the directors of laboratories . ,"Vith the fin ancial squeeze
on travel funds a t most universities, this is going to
prove increasingly more difficult.
The Budapest Conference, for which the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences was host, can serve as a good il
lustration of the organizing of such a mee tin g. The In
ternational Cosmic Ray Conference is held every two
yea rs. The International Union of Pure and Applied
Physics (IUPAP )., through its Cosmic Ray Commission,
decides on the location of the meeting, leaving the de
tails to a local committee. The IUPAP Commission con
sists of nominees from national academies, and the pres
ent chairman is Professor N. A. Dobrotin of the U.S.S.R.
Criteria which en ter into the choice of the conference

site include the existence of an active, local cosm ic ray
group, adequate conference and hotel facilities for the
usual attendance of about 500, and timeliness.
Another requirement is that the host counh'y should
not res h'ict attendance through passport and visa cou
h·ol. For this reason, it can be difficult to hold a mee tin g
in the United States, as has recently been shown by the
refusal of the Justice Department to grant a visa' to a
French scholar. Even if a visa could be obtained, for
eign scientists are often quite unwilling to answer ques
tions on their visa applications concern ing their political
affiliations-affiliations which are respected an d legitimate
in their own countries but unlawful in the United States.
Considerable prestige is a ttach ed to acting as host to a
m,ljor international gathering. The valu e of this prestige
is clearly recognized, to the exten t tha t political impli
cations may b e seen in the decision either to hold or not
to hold a mee ting in a given ('ountry. Could our reccnt
con feren ce be tak n to indica te international approval of
th e Hungarian regime? (This is very similar to the ques
tion so hotl y argued after the 1968 D emocrati convcn
tion about whether various learned societies should meet
in Chicago.) Recently there has been sOlTle discussion
in the distinguished English journal Nat ure on just this
problem, and the consensus seemed to be that it is indeed
possible to hold a mee ting in a city or a country with
out tha t decision giving support to a govemment. At
the ve ry least, the organizers should reqllire tha t at
tendance at the confert!nce h e open to all scientists in
vited and tbat there be a minimum of travel restric
tions. For the record, we sbould say that attendance in
Budapest ranged over all nationalities, including some
from countries with which Hungary had no diplomalic
represen tation, such as South Africa and Israel. \\ie
encountered no restrictions as we walked arou nd the
city during our ten-day stay.
worth pointing out. [hat in the last century
Davy and Faraday traveled from England around the
various ac,ldemies of the Continent at the height of the
Napoleonic \Vars, and that the Royal Society of London
had a foreign secretary even before th e British gove rn
ment had crea ted such a post. There is a long precedent
of science crossing all sorts of in terna tional barriers.
,"Vi th our conference, each country issues its own in
vitations within a quota somewhat fl exibly assigned by
the commission. At present, the problem of obtaining
travel funds is the main res triction on attendance . Anv
invited scientist may submit a p ape r which he can rea~l
at the conference <1t times allocated by the organizers.
It so happens that ou r present experiments, in which
we have collabora ted with friends at the General Electric
Research Laboratories and at the University of Bristol in
England, are of widespread interest, and we were as
signed half of one comple te session to report on them.
The work we described dealt with the detection of ultra
heavy cosmic ra y particles and the inferences which can
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be drawn regarding their origin in processes taking place
within our galaxy.
III addition to the sessions of contributed papers, many
of them brief reports of ten minutes each, there were
several invited papcrs and summary reports. The invited
papers were given by physicists whose work lies not ex
actly in cosmic ray research, but in closely related areas .
T he summaries were given in the last two Jays and were
useful in pointing to unresolved difficulties or to agree
mellt which has b ecome more exten sive . \\lith the num
bcr of delegates and the extreme specialization, it was
possible to have three parallel sessions for contributed
papers, leaving opeD the time for the invited talks , or
unparalleled sessions, as the program called them .
Over tbe years, the meetings (and maIlY of us) have
travell ed widely. My first meeting was a t Bagncres
de- BigolTP,s in the French Pyrenees in 1953. Later meet
iugs have been in Mexico, Moscow, Varenna, Kyoto,
.laipur, London, and Calgmy, but many of us have not
been to all of them.
This impressive list illustrates another important aspect
of international meetings-the chan ce to learn something
of another conntIy. Despite this internation alism, En
glish has more and more becom e the language of cosmic

ray physics. In 19;;3, many of the papers were read in
French, but this yea r the official language of the con
ference was English ( if often broken). The re has been :l
simil ar trend with journals, so that the Italian N uovo
Cim e1Jto the Swedis h Arkiv fllr Astrofysik, and the Jap
anese Physical Socie ty Proceedings llre almost wholly
in English.
Tales from travellers returned may easily lead one to
suspect that the conference was incidental to the gou
las h, the gypsy violinists, the local folk-dancin g, and
the vista along the Danube. But, there can be some hard
work. Much of this takes place in the weeks b efore the
mee ting, when the data are being assembled, graphs
plotted , and slides made. And of course, llluch took place
earlier, when the experiments were being designed and
carricd out. The contributions made by students, engi
neers , and technicians can be too easily overlooked.
But even during the meeting, the final prep aration for
a pres entation is not a trivi al task , when one will be so
critically judged, and while the discussions may go on in
to the slllall hours, much of it is very high-powered.
\Vhich, of course, is not to say that we did not enioy Ollr
conference . .. .

Formal meetings play an important part in inte rnational conferences, but equally
v;]\lIabl e are the informal dhclISsions among scientists of many nations.

THE SPACE

The City Art Museum of St. Louis is a quiet place where visitors
wander through the galleries of priceless treasures speaking in low
tones. But plunked amidst the rooms of paintings and period furniture

PLACE

is a gallery labeled The Space Place, a maze of life-size styrofoam
building blocks, movable, plastic wall panels, and scrambling, squealing
children, an anomaly in this otherwise serene atmosphere.
Approached through a mini-door, the dimly lighted room, with its
low four-foot ceiling, is a child's wonderland where little people can create
their own environment by moving blocks, walls, and even the ceiling ...
now a movie theater, now a fort, now something rather less identifiable,
but equally delightful, and all very much of their own doing. Movie and
slide projectors and tapes provide a montage of sight and sound. And
adults are not allowed.
The Space Place was created by a team of St. Louis architects and
educators, including Theo van Groll and Atilla Bilutay, of the University's
School of Architecture. The designers wanted to build a flexible structure
that would al 'low children to control and experiment with their
environment. Children live in a grown-up world designed for adult
convenience. In The Space Place they create their own surroundings.
Opened in September, The Space Place is available to small groups
of children, and one Friday afternoon this fall, Annelise Mertz, director
of the dance division at the University, took a class of her younger
students to The Space Place. The fifteen youngsters, aged seven to ten,

are participating in an experimental program in creative dance for
children initiated at the University several years ago. Designed to
provide children with an aesthetic and creative education through the
study of movement, the program also gives dance majors an opportunity
to learn to teach small children.
In this unique setting, Miss Mertz directed the students in a mosaic
of movement and form, crooning, "Just walk around and try to feel the
space. You can touch the ceilings, the walls, touch the floor, feel and
see how big it is, how high it is." Then they were free to build any
shapes they wanted and to move in the spaces they had built, winding
through tunnels, scrambling over lofty styrofoam piles, moving to get a
feeling for the space, bumping into each other and giggling.
The magic of The Space Place won't be limited to the groups of
children who make special trips to the City Art Museum. Supported by
a grant from the John D. Rockefeller III Fund in cooperation with
Monsanto Chemical Company, the Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, and the Washington University School of
Architecture, the Place is owned by the University City School District
of Missouri. After its experimental stage at the museum, it can easily be
moved from school to school within the district so that it will be
available to large numbers of children as an integral part of their day
to-day education and recreation.
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Comn1ent/ Of Mice and Poets (and Quarks)

YOU HAVE to catch pneumonia, the best time to do it
is four o'clock in the morning-if yo u're a mouse.
Dr. Ralph Feigin and his colleagues at the University's
School of Medicine have discovered that mice injected
with pneumonia-causing germs at 4 a.m. have a better
chance of survival than mice that get the same dose of
germs at any other timc.
In a recent article in The New York Tim es, Dr. Feigin
is quoted as advancing the theory that the time of day
may inRuence the pattern of infection in human beings as
well as in mice. It may have an important bearing, too, on
the effect of drugs and on the outcome of vaccinations.
From such studies may come a way of determining the
optimum time for drug administration or vaccination in
human patients.
It has I~ng been known that the body has a daily
rhythm of highs and lows; temperatures, for instance, are
usually lower in the morning and rise toward evening. Dr.
Feigin and his associates found a similar pattern of daily
ups and downs in the amount of amino acids in the blood
( amino acids are the basie building blocks of proteins, the
major ingredients of all living things). The level was low
est at 4 a.m. and highes t at 8 p.m .
Later another study showed that the p attern was dis
turbed by the administration of a vaccine designed to pro
tect against a certain virus infection. The disturbance
came earlier and was briefer in patients who were im
munized at 8 a.m. than in patients who were immunized
at 8 p.m. The scientists concluded that thc time of day
must be having an influence on the body's response to
infection, and that the daily rise and fall of amino acid
concentrations in the blood might prove a useful clue to
a paticnt's progress against an infection.
In the experiments with mice to tcst the validity of the
thcory, groups of mice were injected with the disease
callsing bacteria at variolls times of the clay throughout
the 24-hour cycle. The amount of the injection was also
varied from very small amounts to massive, and invariably
fatal, doses. The conclusion of the ex perimcnt was that the
time of day was as significant for survival as the amount
of the close. From the mouse's point of view, the best
time of clay to get the germs was 4 a.m.
So, evcn if you're not a mouse, here's a good excuse
for staying up every night until 4 a.m. It's the healthiest
time of dayl
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NTAHCTICA 1IlAY BE on its way to becoming the 'Nash
ington University South Campus. In this issue, Earth
Scientist Leroy Scharon describes his sixteen-month tour
of duty in the Antarctic with a Soviet research team.
Recently, we had another faculty member in Antarctica.
He's Donald Finkel, Poet-in-Residence in the Department
of English, who served as Poet-in-Rcsidence in the Ant
arctic.
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The National Science Foundation invited Finkel to
spend three w eeks at America's McMurdo Base and to
visit Antarctic bases while he was there. The Foundation
extended the invitation to Finkel because of his long in
terest in the South Pole. He is the author of Answer Back,
a novel about the exploration of the Antarctic. Finkel had
never been that far south before, so he says his next
book (about the Antarctic, naturally), will be even better
than the first one.
The idea of a Poet-in-Residence in Antarctica is a great
idea and it's too bad that the NSF didn't think of it earlier.
Robert Frost would have been a natural choice, to say
nothing of C . P. Snow.

OWl-Esson CALANDRA'S article, "The New i\i(ath: vVhy
Johnny Can't Add," in the last issue of the Washing
ton University Magazine aroused a great deal of interest
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and reader response, ran ging from enthusiastic snpport
to just as enthusiastic condemnation. There were readers
who praised Dr. Calandra for "finally telling the truth
about the new math," and th ere were readers who took
him to task for giving "a distorted picture of the new
math." vVe have no idea what the box score of favorable
and unfavorable reactions would add up to in the new
math, but in the old math we learned in school, the
comments are running about five-to-one in Professor Calan
dra's favor.
N l-IlS ARTICLE, "Is This Trip Necessary?," Physicist Mike
Friedlander used the cosmic ray conference he attend
ed in Budapest this summer as an illustration of the kiml
of international meetings under discussion and did not go
into the ac tual substance of the meetings.
One of the more interesting papers delivered at the
Budapest conference was one by Dr. Charles McCusker
of the University of Sydney, Australia, in which it was
reported that evidence of "quarks" hac! been discovered
in showers of cosmic rays. The quark, first proposed as
the most fundamental particle of matter about five years
ago by Caltech's Dr. Murray Ce ll-Mann, last year's Nobel
Prize-winner in physics, is believed to be much heavier
than a proton and to possess an electrical charge either
one-third or two-thirds that of the electron.
The name "quark" sounds like something from Aus
tI'alia, but of course it really comes from James Joyce's
Finnegan's Wake ("Three quarks for Muster Mark"). So
the name comes from a book inspired by Dublin and
written in Paris . It was applied to physics in California,
and reported discovered by a group of Ausb'alian sci
entists at a meeting in Budapest. vVe can see why Dr.
Friedlander began his article with the declaration, "Sci
ence is truly international."
-F.O' B.
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SERIOUS STUDENT AUDIENCE
ponders a speaker's remark.r during rl
Wedne.rday Assem bly Series in Gr{i/){f/lt
Memo ri,Ji Chclpel. Among the spe{lkers
this fedl have been Historir/n Ralph
Hofstadter, Drama Critic Ciit;e Bam es.
Senator J. Willial1/ Fltlbright. and Joseph
Blatchford, direc/of oj/he Peace Corps.

